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Community Debates Police Commission Future 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Mary Shelton 
What lies in store for Riverside's 
only form of civilian oversight over 
the police department, is a question 
that has been on the minds of many 
people. 
On Wed, Feb. 12, members of the 
Community Police Review 
Commission met with City Manager 
George Carvalho and assistant City 
Manager Penny Culbreath-Graft to 
discuss its fate and its uncertain 
future. 
Six c6mrnunity members who sup-
port or oppose the police commission 
listened as each commissioner 
relayed their concerns and questions 
to Carvalho. 
One activist, Ray Lewis, discussed 
a presence in the room that no one 
could see, but everyone felt. 
"There is an 800 pound gorilla in 
this room, the Riverside Police 
Association," Lewis said. 
Lewis's comments reflected grow-
ing concern that the newly elected 
council including four members 
Levister Receives 
Leadership Award 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
By Cheryl Brown 
Dr. Ernest Levister has been 
awarded the prestigious Robert 
Sparks, MD Leadership Award by 
the California Medical Association 
Foundation (CMA). A local recep-
tion will be held in his honor March 
13, 2004 at the San Bernardino 
Medical Association, hosted by the 
San Bernardino County and the J. W. 
Vines Medical Societies. 
Levister was named for the honor 
that will formally be presented at the 
state meeting in Sacramento on 
March 15, 2004. He will receive a 
$1000 honorarium at the _8th Annual 
event. It is the first time a physician 
in Southern California has received 
the award. 
The award was established in 
1997 with contributiclns from Robert 
D. Sparks, M.D. and the Kellogg 
Foundation. Sparks served as the 
first President and CEO of the CMA 
Foundation. He formerly served as 
President of the W.K. Kellogg 
Foundation and was the Dean of 
Tulane University School of 
Medicine and Chancellor of the 
University of Nebraska's Medical 
Center in Omaha. The CMA 
Foundation acts a a bridge linking 
physicians to their communities, and 
identifying priorities for action on 
cutting edge healthcare issues. 
The San Bernardino County 
Medical Association nominated 
Levister. In his letter of nomination, 
President Samuel Wilson M.D. said, 
"Dr. Levister's testimonial to 
achie':'ement of the near impossible 
came in 2002 when the California 
Legislature ordered U C Riverside to 
re-structure its elite Bio Medic;:tl 
Sciences Program or lose funding," 
said. Wilson. The action is unprece-
dented. They have re-structured and 
changes have been made. 
Disadvantaged students will now 
have access to opportunities regard-
less to their major. Another caveat is 
the hiring of under represented pre-
med faculty." 
For over' 30 years Dr. Levister has 
been dedicated to providing commu-
nity service whether he was writing 
his weekly column for Black Voice 
News (since 1986) or helping a stu-
dent to go to college, he has provid-
ed material and moral support. He 
did so without losing the essence of 
who he is and remembers his humble 
background growing up in Harlem. 
He is a forward thinker. He helped 
to establish an Internet company so 
those students in isolated areas could 
have access in a time before the tech-
nology was readily available. 
As president of the J.W. Vines 
Medical Association from 1994 to 
2001 he was able to bring help to fel-
low physicians in their practices and 
make tl'!e community aware of the 
advances and opportunities in medi-
cine. With the founding of the Vines 
Foundation he continued to provide 
educational opportunities for African 
American students desiring careers 
in health and science professions. He 
and his wife Christine have helped 
students in many ways. Instead of 
giving cholarships, the Levister's 
personally provide tangible help in 
the form of a suit for an interview, an 
airplane ticket to school or the regis-
tration for a class to prepare for pass-
ing the MCAT (Medical College 
Aptitude Test) generally things that 
just may keep someone from getting 
into a program or college. 
Mrs. Levister said, "I am so 
pleased that Ernie is being recog-
nized for his many accomplish-
ments. The UC Riverside legislative 
fete is something he worked with a 
bi-partisan coalition of legislators to 
accomplish. To our knowledge this 
has never been done anywhere 
before, this is the first time in the 
history of the legislature " she said. 
Levister has received many 
awards for his work. As past presi-
dent of the California Society of 
Industrial Medicine and Surgery he 
was presented the Silver Scalpel 
Award in 2000. The Inland Empire 
Black Nurses Association recog-
nized him for his tireless efforts in 
educating the public. about health. 
He and Christine are also recipients 
of the 2000 Black Rose Award and 
Humanitarian Award from the San 
Bernardino Black Culture 
Foundation. He is actively involved 
in the Vine's speaker's bureau. 
As for Levister's part he feels 
embarrassed that he has been singled 
out for an award he says belongs to 
the Vine's Society. "You can't do 
things without the people you work 
with. I am humbled by the honor," 
said Levister. He added, "this award 
represents the passion and sweat and 
sacrifice of a lot of people. It takes. 
roots in my growth and development 
in Harlem when obstacles were 
placed in my path to access the 
schools of my choice. The Vines 
replaced the help and guidance of 
my parents as we united to help the 
under-represented to achieve their 
aspirations. This award should serve 
as a beacon for those who follow in 
our footsteps as this is an unfinished 
manuscript." 
"He exemplifies the true leader in 
· the physician community and the 
community-at-large," said Wilson's 
Jetter. 
financially backed by the RPOA 
would vote to undo the ordinance 
which created the commission in 
March 2000. Currently, only three 
city council members, Dom Betro, 
Ameal Moore and Nancy Hart have 
vocalized support for the commission 
as being a necessary mechanism to 
build trust within the community 
towards the police department. At 
least one council member said that 
the RPOA had approached and said 
that the commission was no longer 
needed nor wanted. 1n response, the 
RPOA was told that the commission 
was always meant to be for the com-
munity, not the department. 
However,. according to the city's 
ordinance, the council would need at 
least five votes to dissolve the com-
mission if Mayor Ron Loveridge · 
chose to exercise his veto power dur-
ing a vote. Loveridge created the Use 
of Force Panel in 1999, which recom-
mended a series of reforms, including 
the creation of a citizen review board. 
Although he has received past 
endorsements and contributions from 
the RPOA during his long tenure as 
mayor, community members hope 
See REVIEW, Page A·8 
Photo by Van Howard 
l•r: Jose Gonzales, Joyce Hur.hes, Talmatte Hughes Jr., Mayor Judith Valles, Pastor Ray Turner, Coundlwomao Betty Anderson, Hughes' granddaughter, and Dr. Herb Fischer. 
The T. Hughes Buil mg has been remodeled, dedicated; the ribbon was cat 
Saturday February 22, and is ready-for Temple Missionary Baptist Church pro-
grams. The building originally built by Councilwoman Valarie Pope Ludlam and 
Talmage Hughes, will continue to be available to the community for outreach pro-
grams, said Outreach Director Loistine Herndon. 
The Center will house several programs for everyone's needs. The Outre;:tch 
Center will house a 12 Step Program, Job Preparation and Lifeskills, the African 
American 5-a-day /30 minutes of ·activity and Basic Computer Classes. The 
See HUGHES, Page A-8 
Black History Celebrated i~ ~verside 
Parade photos by Willie Hoyrst 
Through rain, sleet or snow, the Riverside Black History Parade attracted hundreds of participants who came out to 
celebrate Black History Month. Troy Adams of Adams Kart Track waves to spectators who attended the rainy 
Riverside Black History parade. Adams Kart Track Is a 40-year old business started by Troy's parents. 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
,By Meagan Carter 
The rain did not dampen the 
enthusiasm for the 25th celebration 
of Riverside's Black History Parade 
and Expo. Drill teams standing in 
the driving rain were not deterred. 
When they wound their way to the 
judge's stand they were prepared to 
take home one of the 3ft trophies, a 
prize to desire. The horses seemed 
to love the rain and the fancy vin-
tage cars bounced happily along 
one going higher than the last. Even 
the Grand Marshal and division 
marshals didn't seem to mind. 
The morning opened with people 
in the judge's stand being asked to 
give a shout out for their church or 
group they were with. In the en 
during Ole heavy downpou 
Second Baptist members get th 
award for staying the longest t 
see their many entries. 
The emcees for the event were 
Craig Goodwin, a member of on 
of Riverside's pioneering fami 
lies, Eugenia Turner, a member o 
one of Rubidoux's pioneerin 
families, Dia Poole, former Joe 
radio personality now working in 
state service in Sacramento and 
Cheryl Brown, co-publisher The 
Black Voice News. 
Only a few of the 130 entries 
canceled. It was a productive day; 
hundreds attended the Expo follow-
ing the parade. On the big stage 
were various performances during 
the day. 
Dell and Carmen Roberts were 
pleased with the event and are now 
planning the next parade, the third 
Saturday in February 2005. 
Photos on Page A-8 
Farrakhan To Speak To 
The World Via Satellite 
The Honorable Louis Farrakhan wil 
address the nation via satellite to ove 
113 cities across America, Europe 
Africa, the Middle East, the Caribbean 
Central and South America. 
Minister Louis Farrakhan will delive 
the keynote address at the University o 
Illinois-Chicago Pavilion on Sunday 
February 29, at 1 :00 p.m. EST. Ministe 
Farrakhan will speak on reparations, bu 
he will also cover subjects on the Natio 
of Islam and Michael Jackson, the war i 
Iraq, the upcoming 2004 presidentia 
elections and other vital issues con 
fronting our community. 
For information on where you c 
view the live satellite broadcast call col 
free (866) 602-1230, ext. 200. You may 
contaet us by e-mail at fcnprod@aol.com 
E-Mai l to: pressrelease l§ blackvoicenews.com P.O. Box 1581 . Riverside. California 92502 (909) 682--6070 @Black Voice News 2002 http~/www.blackvoicenews.com . 
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The Black Voice News 
Walter Hawkins for 62nd 
Assembly District 
Voters in the Democratic 
Party ·have three candidates 
to select from for the 62nd 
assembly district. There is 
only one candidate that has 
held public office and has the 
experience of making public 
policy and wading through 
the many quirks of issues that 
wilJ impact so many people. That candidate is Walter Hawkins.',. 
He helps govern the Rialto Unified School District where the ' 
diversity of population and issues are similar to the state of 
California. With population growth brings traffic congestion, 
housing issues, crowed classrooms, business expansion, trained 
workforce issues, higher educational opportunities, law 
enforcement concerns and a host of other problems that will 
require the person to ''hit the ground running" if you know 
what I mean. His involvement in the Inland Empire communi-
ty and his career at Cal State San Bernardino gives him that 
edge other the other candidates seeking the office. 
Walter Hawkins 
Walter worked hard over the past 
two decades to help the Inland 
Empire get its fair share of state and 
federal funds based on demographics 
not to mention the impact he had on 
the redrawing of redistricting bound-
aries after the 2000 census. If it bad 
not been for Walter Hawkins the 
Black population of the Inland 
Empire would have been physicaIJy 
divided. We would not see one anoth-
er at the polJs on any election day. It is 
not just important for us to know who 
we are but also where we are. His 
other strength comes from being director of the Upward Bound 
Program at Cal State San Bernardino where he helped recruit 
minority students to seek higher education. Our local school 
board members need someone in Sacramento who will under-
stand educational issues in this high growth area. 
The only one who comes close to being able to hit the ground 
running is David Roa Pruitt His years with Senator Nell Soto 
as her Chief of Staff would give him a slight edge on having 
some interworkings of Sacramento, plus I worked with David 
on establishing the Inland Empire Small Business Financial 
Development Corporation headquartered in Ontario. It was his 
knowledge and the good reputation of Senator NelJ Soto that we 
were able to secure this state funded program for counties of 
Riverside and San Bernardino. With some more direct involve-
ment in our community David could be well suited for a repre-
senta~ive position. 
I 
I am recommending Walter Hawkins for the 62nd Assembly 
District position. 
Yes No 
Measure T San Bernardino City School Bond [I] 
Measure A Moreno Valley City School Bond QJ 
State Proposition 55 rn 
State Proposition 56 ff] 
State Proposition 57 [I] 
State Proposition 58 . [I] 
Danny Tillman for ·5th District Supervisor QJ 
Walter Hawkins for 62nd Assembly District QJ 
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Prison Survival Skills Inside and Out 
All seasoned prison inmates real-
ize that prison survival skills are 
necessary because it directly effects 
their probability of being murdered, 
injured, raped, seduced, and/or 
harassed by correctional officers. 
However, many prison inmates sel-
dom understand that prison survival 
skills extend to their cognitive abil-
ity to rehabilitate, train, and reedu-
cate themselves. They must learn to 
utilize their inside time to prepare a 
productive life on the outside. The 
family members and · friends of 
prison inmates must also be taught 
prison survival skills to deal with 
the constant leeching and complain-
ing of immature inmates. In every 
African American family there 's 
someone in prison, or has been in 
prison, or who's going to prison. 
Statistics say that l in 4 Black men 
will end-up in prison. Adopting 
prison survival skills are necessary 
in our culture. 
From 1988 through 1990 I was 
imprisoned in two Northern 
California prisons, which were 
Richard 0. 
JONES 
Mule Creek State Prison and 
Soledad State Prison. Twenty-five 
years earlier in 1963, I was impris-
oned in Camp Carl Holton Youth 
Detention in San Fernando Valley, 
California. For three decades I was 
a petty criminal hustler. Any crimi-
nal activity netting less than enough 
to retire is petty. Since my prison 
release in September 1990, I 
haven't been rearrested due to my 
outside prison survival skills. Today 
I strive to live a Christian lifestyle 
and discourage criminal activity by 
other ex-convicts. In most cases 
African American males go to 
prison after they've been heavily 
influenced by a culture that taught 
being a menace to society was cool. 
When a male aspires to be a pimp, 
he is saying to society that he wants 
to earn a living misusing gullible 
~omen. When a male aspires to be 
a gangster or 'thug, he is saying to 
society that he has not been taught 
discipline and is willing to use force 
to get whatever he wants. However, 
l,tls real message is, "Accept me, kill 
me or lock me up!" 
When guys go to prison they have 
an opportunity to become prison-
smart and reflect on the mess 
they're making with their lives. 
However, to the contrary, the first 
instinct of many is to continue their 
irresponsible behavior by continu-
ing the pattern of seeing how much 
they can get away with. Their blind 
accomplices .are their nai've family, 
friends, and lovers on the outside. 
The convicts begin soliciting sym-
pathy by complaining that they are 
being mistreated by prison staff, 
denied special privileges, being 
underfed and/or abused. Outside 
sympathy is soon flowing and fol-
lowed by special packages stuffed 
with merchandise from the street. 
Merchandise sent to inmates may ' 
include special brand name tenni~ 
shoes, special cosmetics, Top 
Ramen Soups, Spam, a color TV, 
CD player, FM radio, chain neck-
lace, and of course, money on the 
books to buy their necessities.·; 
•,a 
Commonly convicts have low :~ 
income working mothers on the 
outside struggling to provide for • 
their children due to all money she : 
spends on him in prison. These . · 
types of prisoners have their friends:• 
and family serving time along with ;; 
them. This conduct further mentally ·: 
handicaps the convict and psycho- : 
logic.al imprisons the co-dependent 
person on the outside. (Part 2 next ... 
week) ,; ... 
Richard 0. Jones is an author; :" 
poet, columnist and counselor in ~ 
the Save Our Sons Program at A.K. ·: 
Quinn African Methodist Episcopal : 
Church in Moreno Valley. For info • 
about the program call the church : 
at (909) 485-6993 or Mr. Jones at 
(909) 488-0443. 
California Named For Black Woman 
By Kwaku Person Lynn, Ph.D. 
It is well documented that of the 44 
people who founded the City of Los 
Angeles, 26 were of Afrikan descent. 
What is amazing, and not taught in 
California schools, the majority of the 
founders of San Francisco, San Jose 
and San Diego were of Afrikan 
descent, or that Orange County, 
Beverly Hills and Malibu were once 
owned by people of Afrikan descent. 
The Picos, Black Spanish speaking 
brothers, Pio and Andres, the former 
twice California governor, owned San 
Fernando Valley, Whittier and the 
Camp Pendleton area. 
California is in the media everyday. 
It is incredible most California resi-
dents do not know that the state was 
named after a Black woman Queen. 
The genesis of the n3fi')e begins with a 
story read by Spanish explorer 
Hernando Cortez, who conquered 
Mexico, killed Montezuma, ended the 
Aztec empire before entering Baja 
California, continuing his search for 
gold. ~ 
The 17th century best-selling 
adventure story was written by a 
Spaniard named Garci Ordonez de 
Montalvo and published in Seville in 
1510. The name of the book was •~Toe 
OUTRAGED 
As a person who has known 
Cheryl Brown for over 35 years and 
has been one of her dearest friends, 
I am appalled after realizing that Dr. 
Clifford Young's first action in 
office as Supervisor has been to 
oust from her Planning 
Commission seat. I know her char-
acter. I cannot believe that as the 
first Black employee of the 
Planning Department for the 
County of San Bernardino from 
Since retiring from orthopaedic 
surgery four years ago, I have taken 
"learning vacations" with one of 
the Bailey boys on each trip. Jerad 
and I went to the New England 
area; Joey and I to Atlanta; Andrew 
and Matthew to Los Angeles; Brian 
and I to the Bahamas, to Las Vegas, 
and to Hawaii; and Matthew (my 
grandson) and I to the South on a 
Black history tour through Georgia, 
Alabama, and Mississippi. Each 
vacation has served as an opportu-
nity for us to get to know each 
other's rhythms and ways; to "be" 
with each other more so than to 
"do;" and to share thoughts, feel-
ings, experiences, and humor. One 
of my hidden agendas is to expose 
them to things they otherwise might 
never ~ee. A second is to get them 
to care about things they would oth-
• erwise ignore. A third is to help 
each one polish his life-shaping 
Exploits of Esplandian," and it was 
written as a sequel to the popular 
Portuguese poem, "Amadis de Guala." 
(Wanda Sabir, San Francisco Bay 
View) 
The following is an excerpt from 
the epic that inspired Cortez, featuring 
a nation composed entirely of fierce, 
powerful, wealthy Black women. 
"Know ye that at the right hand of the 
Indies there is an island named 
California, very close to that part of 
the terrestrial Paradise, which was 
inhabited by Black women, without a 
single man among them, and that they 
lived in the manner of Amazons. They 
were robust of body, with strong and 
passionate hearts and great virtues. 
The island itself is one of the wildest 
ia the world on account of the bold 
and craggy rocks. Their weapons were 
all made of gold. The island every-
where abounds with gold and precious 
stones, and upon it no other metal was 
found." The commanding Queen 
Califia ruled this mythical island. 
Conducting an interview with John 
William Templeton, California histori-
an and author of the four volume set, 
"Our Roots Run Deep: The · Black 
Experience In California,• started on 
the journey of digging up the history 
of Blacks in California through a con-
versation with a San Francisco radio 
host. "l was doing a story on Rodney 
King for the Mercury News, and while 
I was down there someone said that a 
Black man used to own the San 
Fernando Valley. That was . Pio de 
Jesus Pico (1801-1894). And then I 
found· out that he was also the last 
Mexican governor of California. I did-
n't know of any Black governors or 
anything, so 1 called into the Ray 
Taliaferro show (on KOO news radio, 
San Francisico) and said to him, 'Did 
you know that there were four Black 
governors of the state of California?' 
He said, 'That ain't nothing, the whole 
damn state is named after a Black 
woman. '" 
According to the story, California 
was an island where only Black 
women lived, gold was the only metal 
and pearls were as common as rocks. 
The women were the most powerful 
and could be ferocious women in the 
world. They had beasts that were half 
men half birds. After mating with 
men, the women would feed the men 
to these beasts called griffins. When 
Cortez arrived in California, searching 
for this mythical queen, her influence 
on him was so severe, he paid tribute 
to this powerful Black Woman Queen 
Califia by naming the state after her. 
Letter to the Editor 
197 4 through 1977 would be treated 
that way. Because of the birth of her 
new baby she decided to become a 
stay at home mother. 
She decided to dedicate her life 
to volunteerism and among her vast 
experience volunteered l l years as 
a Commissioner. By all accounts 
she has done a excellent job. She 
. did well until he took office and 
publicly dismissed her without even 
a call and did so after seeing her, 
hugging her and promising to call. 
So it surprises me that a Black 
man who as the Assistant to the 
President of CSUSB (not even a 
prestigious school) would find this 
power play as something that he 
would put under his belt as his first 
action in office·doesn't sit well with 
me or anyone I talked to in the com-
munity. What other disho.nest deeds 
do he have on tap for our communi-
ty? 
I am disappointed, no I am dev-
astated, however, Jesus said in the 
Bible that he knew one of his cho-
sen angels would deceive him. And 
California literally means, "the land 
where J;31ack women live.• 
Her painting can be found in the 
state capitol California Senate build-
ing in Sacramento; a mural painted in 
1926 by Maynard Dixon and Frank 
von Sloun in the Hall of the Dons at 
the Intercontinental Mark Hopkins 
Hotel in San Francisco; and in all 
places, a large painting of her resides 
on the wall of the Golden Dreams 
building at the Disney California 
Adventure in Orange County. 
Unfortunately, on the Great Seal of the 
State of California, we have Miniver 
instead of Queen Califia, because 
Miniver was ili.e Greek goddess who 
was born fuU grown, and more accept-
able to the Europeans who settled in 
the state. None of this matters though. 
At the end_ of the day, when all the his-
torians and anthropologists attempt to 
spin this story in another direction, the 
conclusion will still come down to one 
dynartric detail: California was named 
for a Black Woman Queen. 
Kwaku Person-Lynn is the author 
of On My Journey Now - The 
Narrative And Works Of Dr. John 
Henrik Clarke, The Knowledge 
Revolutionary. E-mail address: 
DrKwaku@hotmail.com. 
Dr. Young that is what you have 
done. 
And you said you were her 
friend, I hardly think .so. Please 
look up the word friend, read it, 
look up the word commitment and 
read that. Should you feel that you 
have not been a Judas in this situa-
tion? I would appreciate a call from 




Seven Favorite Thinking Tools 
thoughts (e.g. purpose in life, 
career, system of values, well-
roundedness, mate-selection) and 
life skills. A fourth is to create good 
and lasting memories -- as by hav-
•ing them meet really good and/or 
successful people, eat at the best 
restaurants, and ride in a limousine. 
A most recent example occurred 
when Matthew and I attended the 
. Trumpet Awards in Atlanta where 
several Black Americans were hon-
ored for their high achievements. 
We were invited guests by Xemona 
Clayton, the founder a11d producer 
of the Trumpet Awards. What 
makes this so special is that the 
Bailey boys had an opportunity to 
observe this internationally power-
ful woman up close (she has hugged 
each one), to see etiquette at its best 
and on time; and to interact with 
famous Black Americans as if they 
were next door neighbors. Whereas 
Joey's life was transformed from 
this experience, Matthew discov-
ered he had excellent people skills. 
I had never seen either happier. 
Furthermore, their self-esteem was 
elevated several notches. When 
Matthew and I were not exploring 
(e.g. Morehouse campus where I 
went to college), we were dis-
cussing all sorts of things. For 
example, we spent several hours 
discussing seven of my favorite 
thinking tools -- tools that could 
help his writing, speaking, and 
research skills. Since Matthew 
'found them so meaningful in show-
ing him how to organize a confus-
ing and complex subject in a ration-
al way (i.e. step-by-step thinking), I 
will only mention them now and 
discuss each in detail later. 
Tool I is the "Tree Concept." A 
tree starts as a seed and that seed 
gives rise to roots, a trunk, branch-
es, leaves, and fruits. Tool II is the 
"Skyscraper Concept." . A sky-
scraper is built on an underground 
foundation which, in turn, rests on a 
solid base and serves as the support 
for an above ground foundation. 
Then comes the frame, the walls on 
the frame, and a ceiling on the visi-
ble structure. Tool ill is the 
. "Thinker's Scale" whereby a zero 
separates a negative and a positive 
scale. This is the way to assess the 
advantages and disadvantages of 
the issue at hand. Tool IV is the 
"Stepping Stones" of a process . 
Everything has a source, an origin, a 
beginning, a middle, an end, and a 
result. Tool V is the "7 P s" used for 
being successful in some project -- a 
Purpose; a Plan; Planes of prob-
lems, thoughts, and feelings; 
Preparation; Practice; Performance; 
and Post-action judgements (where • 
you review the experience for self-
improvement purposes). Tool VI is , 
the "Big 5 Assessment Factors" for , 
anything significant -- what it is; 
whatit does; how it appears; what it 
has ; and what it is attached to. Tool 
VII is the "Universe Circle." By 
putting a cross inside a circle, the 
upper left quadrant (QI) is about 
things of spiritual .worth (e.g. love, ' 
peace, harmony, unity); the upper 
right quadrant (QII) is the destruc-
tion of spiritual worth; the lower left 
quadrant (QUI) are good things of , 
material value (e.g. enough money, 
power, possessions); and the lower ' 
right quadrant (QIV) represents the 
evil use of material things of value. 
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D 
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When you must be registered to vote? 
How to register to vote or vote absentee? 
, 1.irh 1 
. . :~WhO the candidates are? .. : .. I " 
I 
WhJ the sample ballbt is so important? 
What propositions are on the ballot? 
Where to vote?. 
The Secretary of State's off!ce can 
aQswer these questions and more . 
• ,, 
visit www .myvotecounts.org 
or call 1-800-345-vote 
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NBA ALL-STARS GREAT HOOPS AND MUCH MORE 
Photo by Jon Gaede BVN Staff 
SLIGHTLY OVERMATCHED - 14 year old Troy Alsobrook from Corona 
Centennial High School prepares to defend Shaquille O'Neal during the 
Hot Shots competition sponsore_d by Nestle Crunch. 
Photo by Jon Gaede BVN Staff 
WATCHING THE ACTION - Shaq looks on as the contestants compete for 
admission to his "Hot Shots Camp" to be held this summer in Los Angeles. 
The winner was 17 year old Jerry Jefferson of Lynwood High School. 
Shaq and Nestle Crunch 
spotlight areas best Youth 
Ballers 
By G. Montgomery 
BVN Staff 
Los Armeles -The NBA's week long 
Allstar gala culminated with a classic 
game on Sunday evening. Allstar 
weekend will mostly be remembered 
in the City of Angels for its star stud-
ded celebrity parties and black tie 
affairs. 
The NBA bash, much like the NFL's 
Superbowl extravaganza has tapped 
into the public's hunger to party with 
• celebrity athletes. Although the par-
ties and banquets garnered nearly 
A.B. Miller Outlasts FOHi 
Wins CBL Basketball Title 
By Jon Gaede 
BVN Staff 
Fontana - In thirty-two ·minutes, 
one-hundred-seventy- eight points 
were scored as A.B. Miller outlast-
ed a quality Fontana basketball 
team to win the Citrus Belt League 
boys basketball title. 
Fontana entered the game trail-
ing the league leading Rebels by . 
one game. A win would give 
Fontana a share of tt."le League 
title. 
Approximately 1,300 fans saw 
A.B. Miller recover from a 20-point 
deficit and beat Fontana 91-87 in 
overtime. 
The game featured two high-
powered offenses and not too 
much defense. Fontana Seniors 
$ean Green and Ira Graham 
paced the steeler's with 26 and 21 
points respectively. Senior Chris 
· Brown. had a game high 32 points 
for A.B. Miller. The Rebels trailed 
the Steeler's 52-32 late into the 
third period. With what seemed 
l!ke an insurmountable lead, Sean 
Green scored on a lay-up, howev-
er, he picked up his fourth foul. 
With Green on the bench, the 
Rebels scored 1 o quick points and 
eventually tied the Steeler's, which 
all of the attention and publicity, the 
NBA allstar week features many 
other activities to benefit youth and 
enrich the various communities that 
spawn its stars. 
One such event was the Hot Shots 
competition held on the NBA Slam 
Jam court. 
The Laker's Shaquille O'Neal and 
Nestle Crunch invited 1 O of Southern 
California's best Basketball Players, 
ages 12-19 to compete for an oppor-
tunity to win free admission to the 
6th Annual Nestle Crunch Hot Shot 
Camp in Los Angeles this summer. 
The participants showcased their 
skills in a variety of areas including 
one-on-one against Shaq, three 
point shooting, slam-dunk and drib-
bling exhibitions. 
Shaq and his assistant judges, the 
"Professor" and "Sik Wit It" from 
MTV's very popular And 1 tour 
picked the eventual winner. Both 
the Professor and "Sik Wit It" are 
huge celebrities, having gained 
national attention on the ever popu-
lar And 1 basketball video's. "I was 
just going out to play ball. I tried out 
and here I am. Its real ly great to be 
a part of something like this" said the 
professor. 
The competition kicked off a nation-
a I search to find America 's 2004 
Nestle Crunch Hot Shots. Shaq and 
Nestle are looking for 1 o Basketball 
players between the ages of 12-19 
who have skill, style and attitude and 
want to take on Shaq. Interested 
hoOpsters should log on to 
NestleCrunch.com to enter. The 
deadline to enter is July 15 2004. 
. Hot Shot Winner 
Jerry Devon Jefferson, Lynwood, Lynwood High School, 17-years old 
Other Participants 
Troy Alsobrook, Corona, Centennial High School, 14-years old 
Raymond Barry, West Hollywood, Willows Community, 12-years old 
Jamal Boykin, Los Angeles, Fairfax High School, 16-years old 
Jessica Carrera, San Dimas, Bishop Amat High School, 17-years old 
Seketoure (Michael) Henry, Los Angeles, Lynwood High School, 16-years old 
Jerard Moret, Los Angeles, Westchester High School, 17-years old 
Marquis Navarre, Oceanside, El Camino High School, 16-years old 
Vince Oliver, lngleWood, Loyola High School, 18-years old 
Sade Wiley-Gatewood, Pomona, Lynwood High School, 18-years old 
(Far Left) "The Professor" (Far Right) "Sik Wit It'' 
Photo by Jon Gaede- BVN Staff 
LEAGUE CHAMPS - A.B. Miller and leading scorer 
Chris Browne prepares to cut down the net after defeat-
ing rival Fontana to win the Citrus Belt Title. 
put the game into -overtime. 
With less depth on their bench and a 
few suspect calls that went against 
Fontana, the Rebels pulled away to win 
by 4 in overtime. 
Both schools have outstanding bas-
ketball teams and should go far in the 
CIF's second season. 
\ 
'Photos not in order 
Canyon Springs Catches 
North at the Wire- Rivals 
Share Another League Title 
By G. Montgomery 
BVN Staff 
_Moreno Valley - The Canyon 
Springs Cougars are consid-
ered to be a young team by 
most standards. 
Conversely the North Huskies 
have eight seniors and and 
have been a girls basketball 
powerhouse for year. 
Given this scenario, the out-
come of last Thursdays season 
finale should have been pre-
dictable. With North having 
defeated the Cougars at home 
the last remaini'ng task was to 
take care of them on their floor 
and the Lady Huskies would 
' deliver coach Bryan Jones his 
first non-shared League title in 
four years. For three quarters it 
seemed as if the mission would 
be completed rather easily. 
However, the final quarter 
belonged to the young 
Cougars. Canyon Springs (21.: 
4) held North (23-4) scoreless 
for the final 4:42 and reeled off 
13 unanswered points to beat 
North and steal a share of the 
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Kobe and Shaq still are · 
keys to Lak~rs title run 
By Leland Stein Ill 
AUBURN HIL~S - I was kicking it with a couple of 
frien'cls who clafm to be sports aficionados. They know 
it alt• They can coach better than Phil Jackson, Bill 
Parcells, Tony Dungy, Willie West and any other coach 
one can conjure up who has mastered a given sport. 
In this conversation the topic became 1Kobe Bryant, 
who had just made his only_visit to The ,Palace with the 
Los Angeles Lakers. 
The Pistons beat the Lakers 
, and tt;\at was all they needed to 
starfsome Kob& bashing. 
Both started expounding 
rhetoric about how Kobe takes 
bad shots, wants to be the 
, man and doesn't defer' to 
Shaquille O'Neat. . 
Just like Michael Jordan and 
· Allen Iverson, a bad shot for 
I - . - - < S'i:i 
most players is a good shot for 
either of them. And when a person sees them over 82 
games like I have Kobe, you come to expect the spec-
tacular. 
ln c~vering the lakers.at the Great We~tern Forum 
and then at the Staples Center, I've .. witnessed first 
hand the Kobe and Shaq championship 1J1agic. 
The rash of injupes that have put Kot?.e and Shaq on 
the shelf only magnifies th~ir collective importance to 
the Lakers. 
The early season Kobe and Shaq spat was good the-
ater and fodder for the media to ingest and regurgitate. 
However, the fact of the matter is the Lakers without 
Kobe or Shaq have absorutely no shot at a NBA title. 
They need each other like grits need butter - one with-
out the other is only half as good. 
Statistics bear this out. 
The three Lakers' titles have been a direct result of 
Kobe and Shaq's union. Shaq controls the paint and at 
the end of crucial games Coach Phil Jackson puts the 
ball in Kobe's hands - because of Shaq's poor tree 
throw shooting - and he's delivered to the tune of 
three titles. 
'Shaq and Kobe have to play at that elevated level for 
us to reach the true potential I envision for this team " 
said Jackson ·1o11owing the team's loss to the Piston~. 
"Together they are still the key to what we want to 
accomplish. u 
With the additions of all-stars Gary Payton and Karl 
Matone - neither have been able to carry a team to a 
NBA title - the Lakers are presently back atop the 
Western Conference. 
11lt's been a challenge 98.tti,rg all the players on the 
same'page,'1• said Jackson'." ''They have been in a sys-
tem where they were the focus, so there's a change 
that each has to make. Karl and Gary are profession-
als and they are really making an effort to work the sys-
tem '"''' ,., · ·• · . r~,,.,. ~ 
As. for Kobe and Shaq, their public spat will riot hin- , 
1 
der their abilitx to build a shared vision and rekindle the 
magic. .. 
Justwas in everY,sporf when men have to be around i 
each other more than with their families, compete · 
against each other everyday in practice, lose together 
and pain together, ,,differenees will arise. I've seen it all 
beforf; in f ootball;1\b$seball aoo basketball. 
Heck, I've seen it in marriages and tn children of a 
marriage. In most cases individuals generally come to 
1 an understanding and work out the problems. 
f Nl~;'~~;,a~~!!:~e~~~sw!,t Kobe and Shaq as . the 
"Kobe and I will be alright,'' sajd Shaq as we walked 
through The Palace hallwax, "l-ike I said before, I'm the 
big ~rother and he's my l!ttl~,~brother and sometimes 1 
we differ. But I know Kobe ts important to this team and · 
me." 
The feeling is mutuar as Kobe noted in an earlier 
press conference}ollowing tgeir celebrate,d disagree- , 
ment. "f was frustrat~ and swd some things,'' he said. 1 
"but I know this team needs $haq too be a dominant 
player if we are to get back· to the NBA Finals." 
1 
As fQJ' Kobe's legal battlesI ;i  just can't envision him 
attacking a lady for any re~sdn. 
for personal reasons, I hope the Lakers and Pistons 
meet in the Finals. Indeed, the only thing I really, real- , 
ly . miss about Los Angeles after 22-years of living 
there,, is covering the champloh'shfp Laker$: · 
Leland Stein can be reached at lelstein30aol.com. 
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Black History Month Celebrated at Col. Allensworth Park 
The Black Voice News 
EARLIMART 
Park officials announced that 
there will be an open house event 
at Colonel Allensworth State 
Historic Park to celebrate Black 
History Month. This event will be 
co-sponsored by California State 
Parks and The Friends of 
Allensworth Association. The 
event will be held on Saturday, 
February 28th from 10:00 am .. 
until 3:00 p.m. 
The event provides an opportu-
nity to visit and learn more about 
the town of Allensw01th an_d its 
founders. There will be park staff 
and volunteers to provide tours of 
the historic buildings. 
Allensworth is the only 
California town to be founded, 
financ.ed and governed by African 
Americans. Colonel Allen 
Allensworth founded the town in 
1908, which was dedicated to the 
principle of improving the eco-
nomic and social status of African 
Americans. 
Allen, Allensworth was born a 
slave in Louisville, Kentucky, in 
I 842. At the age of 12, he was 
"sold down river" for trying to 
learn to read and write. After 
some trading by slave dealers, he 
was taken to New Orleans, and 
bought by a slaveholder to 
become a jockey. The Civil War 
started, and when the Union 
forces neared Louisville, 
Allensworth found his chance for 
freedom. He joined the Navy and 
when he was discharged, he had 
achieved the rank of first class 
petty officer. In 1871, he was 
ordained as a Baptist minister and 
entered the Baptist Theological 
Institute at Nashville. While serv-
ing at the Union Baptist Church in 
Col. Allen Allensworth 
Cincinnati, he learned of the need 
for African American chaplains in 
the armed services, and secured 
an appointment as Chaplain of the 
24th Infantry. 
He had seen many African 
Americans move west after the 
Civil War to escape discrimina-
tion. With four other men with 
similar vision, Allensworth decid-
ed to establish a place where 
African Americans could live and 
thrive without oppression. On 
June 30, 1908, they formed the 
California Colony Home 
Promoting Association. Tbey 
selected an area in Tulare County 
because it was fertile, there was 
plenty of water, and the land was 
available and inexpensive. They 
first bought 20 acres, and later, 80 
more. The little town with a big 
vision grew rapidly for several 
years -- to more thiin 200 inhabi-
tants, by 1914. That same y_ear 
Allensworth became a voting 
precinct and a judicial district. 
Colonel Allensworth was killed 
on September 14, 1914, when hit 
by a motorcycle, while getting off 
a streetcar in Monrovia. After a 
funeral at the Second Baptist 
Church in Los Angeles, he was 
buried with full military honors. 
Since most of the water for 
Allensworth farming had to come 
underground from the Sierra 
Nevada mountains, and there 
were many other farms and com-
munities between the mountains 
and Allensworth, the water supply 
for the town and farms began to 
dry up. The next blow was the 
Great Depression that hit the 
whole country in the early l 930s. 
Public services began to shut 
down, and many residents moved 
to the cities to look for work. The 
Post Office closed in 1931. By the 
1940s, most of the residents were 
migratory farm workers, and the 
population was mainly a mixture 
of Blacks and Hispanics. Housing 
deteriorated, as most of the people 
didn't consider Allensworth their 
permanent home. The population 
had shrunk to 90, in I 972, and 
later dropped to almost zero. 
A drive began in the early 
1970s to save the town of 
Allensworth. Allensworth would 
be an historic monument and pub-
lic park dedicated to the memory 
and spirit of Colonel Allensworth 
as well as a place to note the 
achievements and contributions of 
African Americans to the history 
and development of California. In 
1976, when the town site became 
a state historic park, restorations 
began, and plans began for further 
preservation, restoration, and 
reconstruction, and for interpreta-
tion of the history of Allensworth. 
Colonel Allensworth State 
Historic Park has an entry fee of 
$3 per passenger vehicle ($2 for 
senior citizens), $18 per bus (24 
or fewer passengers) or $36 per 
bus (25 or more passengers). 
Fifteen camping sites are avail-





Dear Dr. Levister: My doctor 
says soul food is bad news, the 
stuff of which heart attacks are 
made. He is not African-
American. He says his judgment 
is based on studies. Who should 
I believe? H.K. 
Dear H.K. Your confusion 
highlights the serious problem 
of mis-information, lack of sen-
sitivity and out right racism that 
pai:alyzes our broken health 
delivery system. Your doctor is 
partly right. However, I suggest 
instead of looking at a glass half 
empty - look at it half full. 
We put gobs of butter and 
high-fat cheese in our macaroni 
and cheese, cook collards with a 
hunk of fatback, and use whole 
milk and bacon grease in our 
com bread'. We fry foods in lard, 
eat loads of salt and cook our 
veggies to death. But it's impor-
tant to know why soul food can 
be bad for your health. Because 
during slavery we couldn ' t 
afford to waste anything, we are 
still accustomed to finding ways 
to use every imaginable food-
stuff. Why do we eat this way? 
· Colonel Allensworth State Bakersfield. 
Historic Park is located in Tulare 
County on State Highway 43. It is 
approximately 75 miles south of 
Fresno and 40 miles north of 
Visitors are encouraged to bring 
a lunch and enjoy the picnic facil-
ities available on a first come first 
serve basis. 
Soul Food is Art and 
History 
Attribute it to our legacy. Think 
of your ancestors when you pre-
pare your next soul food meal. 
Many of the foods we love can 
be traced back to the cultural 
and culinary traditions brought 
when the slave ships docked in 
North America. For example, 
there were yams in Nigeria, 
which were used to make a por-
ridge-like dish called fufu. Okra, 
a vegetable also indigenous to 
West Africa was used in soups, 
stews, as a thickener, much the 
way it is used today, in ·gumbo -
a favorite traditional dish from 
Louisiana. The slave trade 
brought peanuts, pumpkin, even 
eggplant and spices such as pep-
permint, ginger, cloves, and 
turmeric. 
Once in America, African 
slaves were forced to survive off 
of rations granted by slave own-
ers. Meager staples such as a 
peck of cornmeal, three pounds 
of pork, chewing tobacco and a 
pound of sugar (supplemented 
with fresh vegetables they grew) 
. was supposed to last a family of 
five a week. Soul food is both an 
art and a reflection of our histo-
ry. 
Having said that, let's look at 
how soul food can be delicious 
and healthy. Prepare those col-
lards and mustards with smoked 
turkey. Eaten without · the high-
fat, high salt foods we add to 
them - greens are an excellent 
source of natural vitamins and 
minerals which can protect you 
against cancer. Those yams, 
minus the dripping butter and 
brown sugar are rich in antioxi-
dant vitamins A ,C, and E which 
help the body make white blood 
cells and repair cell damage that 
often leads to heart dise~se. Use 
garlic, cinnamon and honey and 
other spices · instead of salt and 
sugar. Replace butter with veg-
etable spreads. Use skim milk 
instead of whole milk. 
It's the preparation that makes 
the difference! 
Resist the call to bash and 
deny our heritage, look at the 
glass half full. When we take 
time to understand why some-
thing is bad and learn how to fix 
the problem, regardless of our 
cultural heritage, we can all eat, 
drink and merry. 
For additipnal information 
about African American Health 
visit the African American 
Health Network at 
www.aahn.com 
Yes on Kids. · Yes ·on Education. Yes on 55. 
Succeeding in school helps you succeed in life. That's why parents and teachers support 
Proposition 55. 
Proposition 55 will fix rundown classrooms and build new schools to relieve overcrowding, 
helping students improve test scores and· meet higher standards. It will invest in our kids ' future 
without raising taxes and will make sure school bond funds repair and build new classrooms 
where they're most needed. 
Vote Yes on Prop 55. 
Our future depends on it. 
For more infonnation, visit www.yeson55.com ' 
YES ON 55 
Clean. Sate C\assroorns 
1nvest in oor Kids' Fotore 
Strict 7\ccoontobility 
Paid for by Yes on 55 - Californians for Accountability and Better Schools, a coalition of taxpayers, parents, seniors, educators, builders, labor and business, California Teachers Association, and Californians for Higher Education 
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Nonprofit Development Seminar Measured Up For Success 
The Black Voice News 
ONTARIO 
February 17, concluded a four-
week seminar sponsored by non-
profit development consultant, 
Arty Jones and Attorney Sharon 
L. Barnes of The Barnes Law 
Firm. The seminar entitled 
"Measuring Up For Success" is a 
workshop for nonprofit charita-
ble and religious organizations. 
The workshop covered four per-
tinent areas, which included: 
Organizational Development, 
Program Development, Funding 
Development and Capacity 
Building. "Measuring Up For 
Success" is a "Must Do" work-
shop. A total development expe-
rience for anyone involved with a 
nor1profit organization, was the 
Arty Jones 
response according to a recent 
attendee of the workshop. The 
seminar received many other 
rave reviews from the partici-
pants. 
The seminar will be repeated 
beginning March 8th through 
March 30th at The Barnes Law 
Firm in Ontario, California, 
located directly across from The 
Ontario Convention Center. The 
new sessions will include Legal 
and Financial Management 
Requirements by Arty Jones, 
Grant Funding: Research, 
Writing and Management, Basic 
Fundraising, PR and Marketing 
and much more. 
The workshop will answer 
many important questions such 
_as "Have I identified my pro-
grams correctly?, Where can I 
find funds to operate?, Can I 
advertise my nonprofit?, and 
What about grants - do I quali-
fy?" 
The workshop is taught by a 
team of nonprofit/corporate pro-
fessionals, which include Arty 
Jones, Nonprofit consultant and 
workshop leader, Attorney 
Sharon L. Barnes of the Barnes 
L_aw Firm, Denise L. Chilson, 
CTEC of Chilson Tax and 
Business Service, Candice J. 
Burnett and Ramonda E. Fisher 
of C n' R IMAGES (Public 
Relations/Marketing Firm), and 
Pastor Camelia Joseph Lloyd, 
Nonprofit consultant and grant 
writer. 
Participants must register 
early, as seating i·s limited. 
Please request registration infor-· 
mation and class schedules by 
March 5, 2004. For more infor-
mation, please contact Arty Jones 
at (909) 949-8460 or e-mail: 
acpjones@msn.com. 
Interfaith Community Rallies to Fight Air Pollutio.n at AQMD Sponsored Summit 
The Black Voice News 
Last week, religious leaders 
from several denominations were 
, , joined by civic leaders, educators, 
and activists to discuss communi-
ty and grassroots strategies to 
fight the detrimental effects of air 
pollution. 
Our Faith ~ Our Planet was 
hosted by the South Coast Air 
Quality Management District 
(AQMD) as a part of the agency's 
ongoing efforts to inform the com-
munity about issues concerning 
air quality. The program included 
workshops on an array of environ-
mental topics, including environ-
-
mental justice, advocacy for clean 
air, youth and community partici-
pation, and legislative lobbying. 
"Our faith leaders are a vital 
link to the communities we serve," 
said Dr. William A. Burke, 
AQMD's Governing Board 
Chairman. "The Interfaith Summit 
is an excellent opportunity for the 
AQMD to meet with them, along 
with other civic leaders and edu-
cators, to learn how we can work 
together to improve our region's 
air quality." 
The event w"rapped up with a 
working lunch where attendees 
presented action plans to educate 
and empower their communities 
to be effective advocates for 
cleaner air and a healthier envi-
ronment. 
The Rev. Leonard Jackson of 
the First African Methodist 
Episcopal (FAME) Church put it 
in perspective for the audience 
during his address. 
"Groundbreaking research in the 
Los Angeles region, co;iducted by 
the AQMD, has shown that people 
living in congested inner city 
areas - and most of those arc peo-
ple of color - suffer from a higher 
level of air pollution," he said. 
"The only way we can effectively 
fight air pollution is when people 
from all walks of life work togeth-
er. The interfaith community 
reaches a significant number of. 
people and environmental issues 
are already a part of our ongoing 
dialogue. With statistics showing 
growing numbers of children suf-
fering from asthma, we need to 
work to bring clean air to the top 
of the agenda." · 
AQMD is the air pollution con-
trol agency for Orange County 
and major portions of Los 
Angeles, San Bernardino and 
Riverside counties. The agency 
regularly conducts outreach 
throughout Southern California to 
inform the public about its efforts 
to fight air pollution. 
STORIES OF FAITH Shonda Cooper 
The Black Voice News 
By Keisha Hayes 
And walk ye in all the ways 
that I have commanded you, 
that it may be well unto you. 
Jeremiah 7:23 
"I knew after years and years 
of running and just.shutting God 
out, it was time. It was either 
come to Christ or die." She was 
only 19-years old, but Shonda 
was no stranger to the tears and 
cares of the world. She had been 
living on her own since she was 
13. At the time, education took 
a backseat to life in the fast lane. 
Instead of going to school, 
Shonda chose to play a more 
adult role and move- in with her 
19-year old boyfriend. It was a 
decision, she says, that was the 
beginning f)f a downward spiral 
into what seemed like a bottom-
less pit. "I didn' t know where to 
tum. I was looking for love in 
all the' wrong places. I thought 
this man (her boyfriend) loved 
me. He had a nice car, a job, 
money. I thought, you know, 
this was it." Shonda admits she 
used the relationship as a way to 
escape what she calls a dysfunc-
tional childhood. As the daugh-
ter of a mother who was married 
to a pimp, Shonda thought she 
With 
Vera Brown Sisler 
Heard on 
KPRO Radio 
1570 AM Radio 
Mondays 7 :45 Am 
' Preacher ' Teacher Conference 'Speaker 
To o.rder Tapes: 
httpJ/netmlnlstries.org/see/charmin/crn07374 
e-mail:faithful199714@cs.com 
Phone: 909·352-3301 Fax: 909-352-3301 
was breaking her family's love-
less cycle. But she soon realized 
that wasn't the case. "Keisha, 
this man at age 13, took my 
youth, my self-worth. He placed 
me in an apartment.. .! had to 
work. I mean this man mentally 
and sexually abused me." After 
three years, the relationship was 
over. Still on her own, Shonda, 
spent the next two years trying 
to catch-up on the life she 
thought she was missing. "I 
became the party-type. I was 
very promiscuous. I was using 
drugs and drinking. I thought 
running the street was what it 
was all about." By 18, Shonda 
was pregnant and living witb 
another boyfriend. At the time 
the pregnancy seemed normal, 
but Shonda says she now knows 
God had other plans. He was 
going to use the life inside her to 
change her life forever. "My son 
was born at 21 -weeks. He 
weighed l _ lbs when he was 
born. All I remember is holding 
the baby and saying God, if you 
let my baby live .. .I will serve 
you for the rest of my life." Two 
months later she gave her life to 
Christ. That was in 1992. In the 
years that followed, as Shanda's 
baby grew stronger, she grew 
closer to the Lord. But in 2000, 
during a period of rebellion, 
Shonda says she broke the 
Musician/Pianist Needed 
covenant she had made with the 
Lord eight years prior. The 
result, was a near tragedy that 
mirrored the parable of the man 
delivered from an unclean spirit. 
For when the spirit returned it 
brought seven other spirits more 
wicked than before ... and his last 
state was worst than his first 
(Matthew 12:44,45). In 
Shonda's case ... when the spirits 
returned, she stood helpless, as 
her ex-husband opened fire, 
shooting her seven· ,times . "I 
remember lying on the kitchen 
floor in a pool of blood, saying 
God it can't end like this. Then 
I started to pray and praise God 
for giving me another chance." 
Four years later, with two bullets 
still lodged in her body, Shonda 
is using her second chance to 
encourage other women to live 
with purpose. Now as she looks 
back on her life, she realizes it 
was purpose that has kept her 
here, and Faith that keeps her 
going. "One thing about God is 
that you can't figure him · 
out ... but one thing 1 do know, 
God is God, and there's nothing 
he cannot do." 
Stand fast therefore in the lib-
erty wherewith Christ hath 
made us free, and be not entan-
gled again with the_ yoke of 
bondage. Galatians 5:1 
Tbe Cburcb HELL Didr)'t Wal)t To See Happel)I 
~~7~_~/ 
Z)~ 
Sunday School 10am 
Sunday AM Service llam-l :30pm 
Sunday PM Service 6pm 
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm 
6Sl-86l1 Office• 6Sl-86l4 Pastor 
6Sl-8680 FAX 
23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY 
Comer Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell 
Randy D. Triplett 
Pastor & Founder 
District Elder 
Must know how to play Gospel music. Please call 
(909) 620-4950 or 241-1121. Contact person Rev. 
Walter Cooks or Thurman Boyd. 
CHURCH MUSICIAN NEEDED 
CONTACT: 
OR: 
Sis. Ray (909) 784-6216 
Bro. Clayton (909) 683-2570 
p. 1/15, 1/22, 1/29, 215 
Rainbow Community Praise Center Int'I 
Sf/EPHERD'S 
Gc;,spel Time 
Sunday 1 :00 pm 
1570 AM 
for 
VISIT A CHURCH 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
15854 Carter Street.• Fontana. CA 92336 
(909) 355-RCPC - RainbowCPC@aol.com . 
Mailing Address 






7134 Let them know you saw it in 
The Black Voice News 
Bible School Sat. 9:30 am 
Children's Sabbath SchoolSat 9:30 am 
Praise & Worship ServiceSat 11 :00 am 
Access the Spirit Radio Broadcast or. o.c. Noaakhere 
Sat. KPRO 1570AM @ 2 :00 pm - Sun Thoma■ 
8:30 am Senior Apoatle 
Deliverance session and counseling by appointment 
Thursday, February 26, 2004 
"CW" to Move to Atlanta 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
February 29, 2004 at 4:00PM at the 
Temple Missionary Baptist Church, 
1583 W. Union, San Bernardino, Ca. · 
A Mass Choir Rehearsal will take 
place Friday February 27 @ 7:00PM 
also at Temple MBC, pastored by Ray 
Turner. All are welcome to partici-
pate. 
After 21 years of Service to The 
I,,oveland Church of Fontana as 
'Minister of Music, Clarence CW 
William is moving to Atlanta to assist 
his Brother in Ministry. Sunday 
February 29,2004 will be his last 
Sunday. For more info. contact Karen ~; 
The Inland Empire Gospel 
Community will salute.him on Sunday 
Wiggins 909-888-2038 or Bishop 
Kenneth Wells 909-885-LOVE. 
What on Earth Am I .Here For? 
Do l m,Jq hme a purp,,u in life? 
¥ES. you ar-e not an accident! 
Jofn vs February 21, 2004 through April ◄, 2004 as: we 
emlx:Jt,k upon a 40•doy 5plrifool journ&y. This event 
wl h&lp you as )'Ou punue God'.$ 1purpo~ for your 
life. 'r'ou were creoted by God ,or a very $pecific 
t&O!lon, and onfy you me quaJ'rfied to fulfill th& mission 
God hos p!oced wlff"iin your very DNA. 
(pn~Ewl4YtJM 
FOf" ttJtJN Itrfo "111 909/697-8803 
Evnd Boskd By: 
CROSSWORD CHRISTJAN CHURCHtk 
re.member the CrcJYS - .. Jix:us on the Word 
$ 
t.-.SG RIWli'Slde Ori", ,t;..,.d., CA 125UJ 
Hatdtlflr~tam- ~Slre«s-: RtVICl'$idtt& ~ OriYe 
Te,i; f909] 69!..e803or (909J 21S.008.,.'3 fo~ [909) 413-1-406 
Worship .5'Jn.w SundDJ! at 10:JOa.m. 
Wetmt.e: '.e.W,~!d;hurclt.org 
Life Church Of God In Christ 
3349 Rubidoux Boulevard - Riverside, CA 92509 
Toll Free No. (877) 684•Life -Fax No. (909) 684-81 11' 
www.LIFECHURCHRIVERSIDE.org 
"Celebrating /6 Years af Ministry" 
Church Molto: TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD, 
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM GOD! 
Pastor Ron and Lavette 
Gibson 
SUNDAY WEDNESDAY 
WORSHIP SERVICES: 8am, 9:45am, 11 :JOam. 6pm BIBLE STUDY: 7:00pm 
CHILDREN'S CHURCH: 9:45 A.M. (Classes for all Ages) 
COOL CHURCH: 12 NOON (aka Youoh Church) FRIDAY 
SUPPORT GROUP: 4pm FELLOWSHIP SERVICES: 7:30pm. 
(Every ht and 3rd) 
LIFE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY (Preschool through 3rd Grade) ~ Call (909) 684-3639 to 
register and for more info. 
Our "LMNG IN FULLNESS EVERYDAY" television broadcast airs weekly on 
DirecTV-The Word Network PST every Sunday-2:30pm. and Tuesday-2pm and on The 
Church Channel on Saturday at 6:30pm. 
A Christ-Centered ministry in a contemporary setting ~th a cutting edge message for all! 
Come to Life - IT WILL CHANGE YOURS! 
We Don't Do Church 
We Do Ministry 
• 
Services t jl 
Sunday 8:00am Hour of Power 
Sunday 10:3Dam Worship/Celebration 
Tuesday 7:00pm Bible Study 
Thursday 11:0Dam Bible Study 
Phillip ~f Dtinise Powell 
Senior Pastor & First Lady 
1808 Commercenter West. Suite D. San Bernardino. CA 92408 
909.890.1420 
The Ultimate in Gospel Music 
presents 
Highway to Heaven Broadcast 
with 
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM 
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM 
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM 
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown 
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight 
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New Joy Baptist Church 
5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 779-0088 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School 9: 15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m. 
Evening Workshop 6:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. n ... ''""' ~ 111111/1111/. I/ /Ju 
St. Timothy Community Church 
3100 N. State Street/ PO Box 7067 
San Bernardino, CA 92510 
SERVICE TIMES 
Sunday School 




Pastor Eullas J. & Wed. Night 7:00 pm 
Evang. Monica Bible Study Pastor's Teaching 
James 
_St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life." 
Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C. 
Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson 
Administrator Hazel Anderson 
1518 Williams Street • Banning, CA 92220 






Sunday School (I st Lady Teaches) 
Praise & Worship 
Evening Services 
Wednesday Night Bible Study 
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday night 
Every I st Sunday Communion after 11 :00 am service 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer@ 9 am - 10 am 
Thursday Night Choir Rehearsal 
Alpha & Associates Christian Center 
Services inside Holiday Inn Select 
14940 Perris Blvd. Ste E&F 





Bible Study 9:45 am 
Worship Service 11 :00 am 
WED. & THURS. Pastors Cranston C Anderson 
Prayer Line 7 :00 pm 
& Earnestine Poole-Anderson 
Good News 
Community Church 
Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship 
178 Iowa Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 780-4829 
Weekly Services 
M o rning W orship 11 :30 am 
Bible Study (Tues.) 7:00 l?fTl 
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm Pastor & Mrs. 
tevonzo Gray, Sr. 
Straight From The Bible Ministries 
A Ministry of Excellence 
Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9:00 am 
Sunday Worship Service 9 :30 am 
Wednesday lnt.ercessory Prayer 7:00 pm 
Wednesday Praise & Worship 7:15 pm 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:30 pm 
at the Faith Building 
Pastor Andre & 
Glendalee 
Jackson 
24281 Postal Ave., Ste. 110 
Moreno Valley • Ground Floor 
Children & Youths are Welcome 
For more Info call 909-420-4184 
St. Paul African Methodist 
Episcopal Church 
1355 W. 21st Street 







Rev. Anthony Hughes 
'Tum IIARVF.ST MINisTRIF.S 
with 
Evangelist Bro. James Moore, 
Heard on 
KPRO Inspirational Radio 
1570 AM Daily 5:00 PM 
- - Community Services - -
Revivals • Guest Speaker 
Wedding • Christian Counseling 
Funerals • Veterans Service 
Call 909-943-2236 
Bro. James Moore 
Imani Temple Christian Fellowship 
510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768 
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981 
e ail@imanitemple.net 
Service Schedule 
Masterlife Institute S unday 9:00 • 9:50 a.m. 
Worship Service Sunday 10:00 a .m. 
lmani Village 
Childrens Church Sunday 10 a.m. 
Man4mation/Women 
Seeking·Christ S tudy Tuesday 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study Thursday 7:00 p.m. 
Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church 
275 East Grove Street 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 - Church 
(909) 874-5152 - Fax 
Weekly Service 
SATURDAY 
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am 
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11 :00 am 
Youth Service 5:00 pm 
WEDNESDAY 
Feeding Program 
Bible Study & Prayer 
S:OO pm Or. Clyde and 
7:00 pm Barbara Casslmy 
Celebrating 32 Years of Serving the Community 
Page A-7 Thursday, February 26, 2004 
The Book of Acts 
7480 Sterling Avenue 
P.O. Box 22089 






Apostle Harvey Jones 
(909) 






Sunday School 9:45 am 
884-8241 
Sunday Worship' 11 :00 am 
T. V. Broadcast Sundays Ch. 49 at 5:00 pm 
Corona Community 
A.:\I.E. Church 
Services held at 
2313 South Main Street 
Corona, CA 92882 
Sunday Worship 8:00am 
(1/2 Block South of Ontario Ave.) 
(909).864-1181 or 730=9325 
www.coronacomame.org 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:00 pm 
l..ocatio11 TBA 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Center Foursquare Church 




Sunday School (all ages) 




Tues. Bible Studies 








The Rev. Noella Austin 
Buchanan 
Pastor 
. Pastor & Mrs. 
Michael Edwards 
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church· 
2625 Avalon Street 






Saturday Service Sabbath 
Early Morning Service 
Church Service 
Youth Special Service 
11 :00 am Marc K. Woodson 
4:3o pm Senior Pastor 
Allen Chapel African 
Methodist Episcoapl 
Church 
4009 Locust (at 10th St.) 








Wednesday Bible Study 
Wednesday Prayer & 
Bible Study 
Trinity Baptist Church 
22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA 
(909) 656-4015 
"A church where everybody is some-
body" 
Weekly Services 
Sun. School 9:45 am 
Sun. New Members' Class 9:45 am 
Worship Service Sun. 8:00 am 
Worship Service Sun. 11 :15 am 
Prayer & Bible Study 
Wednesday 7:00 pm 
Bible Study 
Thursday 12 noon 
Bethel AME Church 
16262 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-9401 
"A church where everybody is somebody" 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Morning Service 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Service 10:45 a.m. 
Women In Prayer 
After Sunday Service 
PRAYER MEETING 




Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
BIBLE STUDY 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
Rev. Morris 
Buchanan 
Walk Wit Jesus Cathedral 
"An Arena for the Miraculous" 
820 Healing Waters Dr. 
Colton, CA 92324 
(909) 825-2258 
ORDER OF SERVICES 
Sunday School 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday Eve. Worship 
Thursday Bibel Revival 





Prayer, Mon,-Fri. 10:00-12 noon 
KPRO RADIO 1570 AM · WED. 2:00 
Pastor Iris Hallu 
P.M. - SAT. 5:45 P.M. 
Quinn A.M.E. 
Church 
25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6 




Sunday Morning Worship 
Mid Day Bible Study, Tues. 





New Century Baptist . 
Church 
5413 34th Street 
Riverside, CA 92509 




Sunday School 9:30 am 
Morning Worship 11 :00 am 
Wednesday 
Pastor Christopher W. & 
Joyce McShan 
Midweek Meditation & Bible 
Study 7:15 pm 
Second Baptist_ Church 
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502 











''Second in Name, First in Love" 
7:30 am 





Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II 
LITILE ZION MlssIONARY BAPrIST CHURCH 
_-..;:c2276 N. Medical Center Dr. , San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-2813 
SUN. WED. 
Holy of Holies Prayer Hour 9 :00 a .m. Women's Ministry 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday Education 10:00 a .m . FIRST SAT. 
Morning Worship 11 : 15 a.m. 
MON. 
Men·'s Ministry 12:00 noon 
Youth Ministry 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
TUES. Victor L. Mayo, Sr. 
"Let the Healing Begin" School of Ministry 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. Senior Pastor · 
CROSSWORD 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™ 
remember the Cross ... focus on the Word™ 
Lacy Sykes, Jr. , Senior Pastorffeacher 
14950 Riverside Dr. 
March Air Reserve B.ase 
Riverside, CA 92518 
909/697-8803 • www.crosswordchurch.org 
Sunday Services: Lessons for Life: 9:00 a.m. Worship 10:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m. ; Bible Study at 7:30 p.m. 
CROSSWORD CHRISTIAN FELLOWS HIP CHURCH™ is a biblically-based 
church that i1t personal, practical and purposeful. Lacy Sykes, Jr, Senior Pastor 
& his wife, Karen J. Sykes 
Teaching, preaching, ministering for life change 
CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE INTERNATIONAL MINISTRIES 
One Church ~ Two Locations 
"A Church in the Community for the Community" 
Malling Address - P.O. Box 5390 Riverside, CA 92517 
www.cathedralofpraisechurch.org 
I I• 
The Tabernacle ~ Rialto Campus 
1521 S. Riverside Ave. 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-8676 Craig W. Johnson, Th.D. 
Senior Pastor & Visionary 
Pastor Gwen Rose 
Senior Pastor 
The Tent - Riverside Campus 
2591 Rubidoux Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 369-8742 
Sunday Worship Experience 
Celestial Praise 8:00 A.M. 
Pentecostal Praise 10:30 A.M. 
Family Ministiy Night 
Wectlesday @ 7:00 P.M. 
Radio Ministry 
Harvest of Praise 
KPRO 1570AM 
Sunday @ 7:00 PM 
Wednesday @ 6:00 AM 
Praise Service 
Sunday 9:30 A.M. 
Bible Study . 




5970 Limonite Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 682-4407 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School 10:00 am 
Morning Worship 11:00 am 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting 
& Bible Study 7:00 pm 
James B. Ellis, Jr. Sr. Pastor 
Albert RIiey, Assistant Pastor 
Amos. Temple CME 
Rev. & Mrs. Julio 
A. Andujo 
'The Healing Place· 
5860 Arlington Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 352-4196 - OFFICE 
(909) 352-4538 - FAX 
Sunday School 9 :30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11 :00 a.m. 
Bible Study & Prayer Wed. 7 p.m. 
Thursday 12 noon 





9:40 am Sunday School 
11 :00 am Worship 
7:00 pm Prayer/Bible 
"Where the Power of God is being 
manifested in the lives of the believ- Pastor K.L. Campbell 
and PastorShaun 
ers." 
Elder K.L. Campbell 
Pastor/Teacher 
Moreno Valley Mission CME 
Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC 
Highland Unity Church Ministries 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
The Living Word Baptist Church 
New Visions Christian 
Community Church 
New Vision Christian Methodist 
Episcopal Church 
Rainbow Community Praise Center 
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC 
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB 
Community Missionary Baptist 
First Baptist Church of Perris 
Full Gospel Church of Love 
10758 G. Avenue; Suite C 
Hesperia, CA 92345 
(760) 948-6568 
10800 Hole Ave., Ste #3&4 
5339 Mission Blvd. 
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
18991 Mariposa St. 
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd. 
9191 Colorado Ave. 
18461 Mariposa Ave. 
8368 Beech Ave. 
15854 Carter Street 
214 N. Palm Ave. Rm. IOI 
1575 West 17th Street 
939 Clay Street 
277 E. Fifth Street 
24050Theda 
HOLY LAND COGIC 
1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Schedule of Worship Service 
Sunday School 9:30AM 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :OOAM 
Sunday l>Jight Service 7:00PM 
Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching 
Bible Study 8:00PM 
Thursday Women's Evag. Service 
Prayer 7:30PM 
Service 8:00PM 
House c?F PRAYER 
REFORUAric?N CHURCH 
Invites You to Worship God With Us at Sugar Hill 
School 24455 Old Country Rd., Moreno Valley on 
Sundays 10:30a.m . thru 12:30p.m. 
Pastor John W. Thomas & 
First Lady Evang. Erzel Thomas 
909680 -20LfLf 
GRACE CHAPEL OF TEME:CUIA VALLEY 
African Methodist Episcopal Church 
28073 Diaz Road, Suites J/K, Temecula, CA 92590 
(909) 406-2425 • Fax (909) 506-2426 
Website: graceoftemeculavallyamechurch.org 
Wlwsever will, let him come! 
"All are Welcome" 
Sunday School 
Sunday Worship Service 




OUR MISSION STATEMENT: 
''To enjoy Cod together and .share Him witlt 
Others" 
Moreno Valley, CA 925 (909) 812-3509 
Riverside, CA 92509 (909) 782-9904 
Riverside, CA 92509 (909)222-2115 
Riverside, CA 92507 · (909) 682-9810 
Riverside, CA 92508 (909) 780-2240 
Riverside, CA 92507 (909) 684-8782 
Riverside, CA (909) 788-9218 
Riverside, CA 92508 (909) 687-7454 
Fontana. CA 92336 (909) 823-0424 
Fontana, CA 92336 (909) 355-RCPC 
Rialto, CA 92376 (909) 874-5469 
San Bernardino, 924 10 (909) 887-2526 
Redlands, CA 92373 (909) 793-2380 
Perris, CA 92570 (909) 657-3767 
Perris, CA 92570 (909) 928-7720 
------
Rev. John Seniguar 
Elder De Wayne Butler 
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr. 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
Rev. LE. Campbell, Pastor 
Pastor F.D. Bullock 
Rev. J. Dwight Jackson 
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas 
Rev. Derrick E. Callicutt 
Robert L. Fairley, Sr. 
Rev. H. Hubbard 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
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Toi Moore, author Parade Announcers (l-r) Eugenia Turner, Dia Poole, Cheryl Brown, and Craig 
Goodwin. 
Celeste and Don Griggs 
Attorney Mary Daniels 
REVIEW 
Continued from Front Paga 
Loveridge will defend the commis-
sion as a valued reform which arose 
from his own ad hoc task force . 
Carvalho said that his office is 
"unequi..-ocally" supportive of the 
commission. 
"For the most part, we are in con-
cert with each other," he said, adding 
that he has not heard complaints 
about the commission but noted the 
philosophical difference between the 
police officers and City Hall on this 
issue. 
Culbreath-Graft who serves as the 
liaison between Carvalho's office and 
the commission said that her position 
has been challenging, and that it is 
easier for her to communicate with 
the department than with the com-
mission. Her job, she said, is to make 
a decision on each complaint, some-
times with input from the City 
Attorney's office and to notice trends 
when they occur. An example she 
offered, involved the use of digital 
audio recorders by officers which 
was mandated by the consent decree 
between the city and the state. 
Culbreath-Graft said that she 
noticed on complaints that there were 
instances where officers had failed to 
abide by the policy that mandates the 
usage of recorders whenever officers 
initiate professional contacts with the 
public. Finally, she told the depart-
ment that it was time for any "grace 
period" in connection to that policy 
to end and that it was time to exercise 
"zero tolerance" of failure by officer:s 
to use their recorders. 
Several commissioners raised con-
cerns about the diversity of the com-
mission. After Bill Howe steps down 
in March, only one African-
American and two Latinos will be 
left on the panel of nine. Five of its 
members are current or retired law 
enforcement officers, including the 
last four individuals selected by the 
city council. 
Commissioner James Ward said 
that there are poor relations between 
the department and the community 
members, particularly those who are 
low-income or minorities and that 
there weren't too many people on the 
commission that represented those 
groups. 
"The commission is more apt to 
review complaints from the police's 
point of view rather than a citizen's 
perspective,• Ward said. "The police 
department has own representation 
and the community has no represen-
tation." 
Other commissioners disagreed. 
Jack Brewer said that the commis-
sion was there to represent everyone 
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT 
including the police. 
Commissioner G}oria Huerta said 
that she welcomed opportunities to 
provide policy recommendations, 
saying that sometime the commission 
has to exonerate or not sustain a com-
plaint because of how the policy is or 
is not written. 
The strained relationship between 
the department and the communities 
it serves continues to underline dis-
cussion about the commission's 
future. 
Carvalho said that State Attorney 
General Bill Lockyer had said that 
there was a "dysfunctional" relation-
ship between the community and the 
police. 
"That was a really poignant state-
ment," he said. 
The meeting which was part of a 
workshop series initially proposed by 
commissioners Bob Garcia and Ward 
is the first in a series that will take 
place through April 28. Future work-
shops include meetings with the City 
Attorney's Office, the police depart-
ment and the RPOA president, Pat 
McCarthy. 
Lewis and other activists made it 
clear that they are determined that the 
commission will have a future and 
that they are not going away. 
"We are going to fight for this 
commission as we had to bring it into 
existence," he said. 
Vote Yes on Propositions 57 and 58 
' on March 2, 2004 
A BALANCED BUDGET 
& NO MORE DEFICITS 
www.yes57and58.o 
"These propositions will help the state avert the looming crisis and 
prevent a similar crisis from developing in the future". 
Senator Dianne Feinstein 
"Passing Propositions 57 and 58 is critical to California's 
economic recovery. This is not about Democrats or Republicans -
it's about doing what is right for California." 
Democrat Controller Steve Westly 
"Passage of Propositions 57 and 58 will consolidate past budget 
deficits and help avoid deeper cuts to educati_on, public safety and 
programs for the elderly and disabled." · 
Assemblymember Herb Wesson, Speaker Emeritus 
For more information log on to www.yes57and58.org 
PAID FOR BY DEMOCRATS FOR 57/58, YES ON PROPOSITIONS 57 AND 58, A COMMITTEE TO MAKE CALIFORNIA FISCALLY 
SOUND, MAJOR FUNDING BY CALIFORNIA STATE PIPE TRADES COUNCIL POLITICAL ACTION FUND AND REED HASTINGS 
HUGHES 
Continued from Front Page 
Women's Center will house opportuni-
ties for Relationship Chats and Open 
Discussion and Parenting Classes, The 
Senior Citizen Center will focus on 
Crafts, Nutrition and exercise and 
speakers. The Youth Center named 
"Da, Spot" will feature a Homework 
Club, Speakers, Activities, and in the 
evening· a place for youth to be in a 
safe and nurturing environment. There 
is a school for students, 31/2 years 
through high school and Valarie 
Turner is the Principal. 
The banquet facility will hold 250, 
or 300-theater style. There is a large 
conference room and a small confer-
ence room and they are all available to 
rent for anyone in the community. 
The Master of Ceremonies was 
Pastor Jeff Wiggens of Temple. There 
were remarks from honorable Mayor 
Judith Valles and Councilwoman Betty 
Dean Anderson. Robert Hooks, Dr. 
Will Roberts and daughter Joyce 
Hughes all took turns remembering 
the late Talmage Hughes, whose vision 
made the structure possible. 
"We want to be a light in this com-
munity," said Rev. Raymond Turner, 
Pastor of Temple Missionary Baptist 
Church. Catch his "Vision for the 
Community" at 1777 W. Baseline in 
San Bernardino. 
SAVIORS' DAY 2004 
The Honorable Minister Louis 
FARRAKHAN 
REPARATIONS: 
WHAT DOES AMERICA AND EUROPE OWE? 
WHAT DOES ALLAH (GOD) PROMISE 
I 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 2004 
San Bernardino Valley College 
701 S. Mt. Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
10:00 a.m. (Doors open at 8:00 a.m.) 
For More Information Calh 1909) 682·6515 
Donations begin at $10.00, ao one IIIQ H tlrllld an, tor lack of donatle11 
Speaking Live Via Satellite 
The only way to change the past is to 
Change The Future 
. . 
Riverside C,ount\' .,, 
Sheriffs D epartn1e1 t 
Bob Doyle, Sheritf~Coro_ .. · 
'·REAoy FOR CHANGE 
Call the RSO job line: 1888.JOIN 'RSD or> 
Visit our website at: www.RiversideSheriff.com 
' ' J 
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Create a Garden That Reflects Your Style 
The Black Voice News 
ARA 
Just like our homes, our gar-
dens reflect who we are. From 
the flowers, herbs and shrub-
bery we select, to the lighting 
and decorations, our -gardens 
are an outdoor room that fits 
our personal style. 
Whether you have a tranquil 
Zen retreat, an elegant, rose-
filled oasis or a casual country 
backyard, decorations such as 
fountains and statuary are an 
important part of any design. 
They create a focus for your are surprisingly affordable," 
garden and set the tone for the says Larrisa Gleason of the 
rest of the space. Whatever Bec
0
kett Corporation, a water 
your style, there is a fountain gardening products manufac-
or other accent piece to match · turer. "You can get an elegant, 
your decor. beautifully designed fountain 
Although many of us are for under $200," she adds. ' 
familiar with the classical- Gleason suggests that when 
style fountains found outside choosing a fountairi, you first 
museums and public build- consider your de_corative 
ings, there are a lot of other theme. For a simple, uncom-
options available on a smaller plicated garden, a birdbath 
scale. "You can find fountains may be just the thing to use as 
in all kinds of styles, and they a focal point. Birdbaths attract 
First Black Admiral's Recollections 
are captured in Oral History 
birds to your garden without 
fail, since they serve as a 
valuable, refreshing place to 
play and drink. 
The Black Voice News 
. The Naval Institute has com-
pl,eted an oral history of retired 
Vice Admiral Samuel L. 
Gravely, Jr., U.S. Navy. 
One of the first Black offi-
cers commissioned in the 
Naval Reserve; Admiral 
Gravely joined the Navy 
through the V-12 program in 
1944 and served in World War 
II on board the patrol craft PC-
1264. He served in the Korean 
· Wru- and became the first 
African American in the 20th 
century to command a U.S. 
Navy warship when he became 
skipper ~f the radar picket 
destroyer escort Falgout. He 
subsequently commanded the 
destroyer Taussig and ~e guid-
ed-missile frigate Jouett in 
Vietnam War service. 
In 1971 he was selected as 
the first Black admiral in the 
U.S. Navy. His flag commands 
included Naval 
Con;imunications Command, 
Cruiser-Destroyer Group Two, 
the Eleventh Naval District, 
Third Fleet, and -Defense 
Communications Agency. 
When he became Commander 
Third Fleet in 1976 he was pro-
moted to vice admiral, another 
first for an African American. 
He retired from active duty in 
1980, 
The U.S. Naval Institute is a 
unique professional member-
ship association that has 
served for more than 130 years 
as the only independent forum 
to advance the understanding 
of sea power and other issues 
critical to national defense. 
The U.S. Naval Institute pub-
lishes Proceedings and Naval 
History magazines and more 
than 900 professional books. 
For more infvrmation, visit our 
Web site at www.navalinsti-
tute.org. 
For an eJegant centerpiece 
for your garden, consider a 
decorative pool similar to 
those found in English gar-
dens. Beckett makes beauti-
fully .· · crafted designs 
enhanced with hand cut, 
inlaid stained glass that will 
not fade and small whimsical 
· figures that camouflage the 
pump re-circulating water. 
Create a whole different 
mood with a Flower Bed 
~ 4 fk,w, s~. J4» ~ ad ifMett~. 
~ 
s~. ~ 6. 2004 
7 /z.. #H •• '?Vl4t ~ 
((3o,u,e,,, o1 L-S~ ad~ '7- I'/~. J 
eaa (9o9J 68'4-2494 ~  
7ldeu $10 - 7ldeu «4t. ~ ac,alla&e at fk ttoM. 
~~! 
fountain, which gives the illu- design· or the Pump and 
sion of water gently gurgling Bucket for a vintage touch. 
up from underground. Choose The perfect size for a patio, 
Enchanted Fairies for a classi- balcony, flowerbed or garden 
cal look, the Bamboo Cascade landscape, these versatile 
for an Asian-influenced fountains can be easily moved 
to any spot: 
For a more contemporary 
look, try a Flower Pot 
Fountain. Either decorated 
with a sun design, lion head or 
a bamboo spout or clacker, 
they make a great accessory 
for transforming an ordinary 
pot. This is a great option for 
a windowsill or smaller gar-
den that may be overwhelmed 
by larger accents. 
Beckett's entire line of foun-
tains is made from polyresin, 
a man-made material thafhas 
the look and feel of concrete, 
but is much more lightweight 
(materials made with it can be 
picked up and moved from 
place to place with ease). 
Unlike their more expensive 
counterparts, polyresin foun-
tains don't chip, and they can 
stand temperature fluctuations 
without cracking. "As a 
result, they are just as popular 
in Minnesota as in Florida," 
says Gleason. 
For more information about 
Beckett GardenAccents, visit 
www.888beckett.com or call 
(888) BECKETT. Beckett 
Garden Accents are also 
available at The Home Depot, 
local home improvement and 
independent lawn and garden 
stores nationwide. 
Invisible, but deadly.· 
Breathe around people smoking cigarettes and you could be inhaling 
4,000 chemicals like cyanide and ammonia plus over 40 cancer-causing agents . 
Starting today, protect yourself from the risk of cancer, heart disease and 
stroke and your children from the threat asthma or pneumonia . 
Don't tolerate anyone smoking in your car, your home or your community. 
It's up to you to make the danger of second hand smoke disappear. For good. 
Secondhand Smoke Kills 
© 2003 Califor nia Department of Health Services 
Celebrating 32 Years of Serving the Community 
ENTERTAINMENT 
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Fashion Institute of Technology and Fashion Arts Xchange Honor Ophelia Devore 
. ' 
The Black Voice News 
LOS ANGELES 
The Fashion Institute of 
Technology (FIT), in cooperation 
with the Fashion and Arts 
Xchange (FAX), honored 
Ophelia De Vore, Positive Image 
Advocate, and an impressive 
group of celebrated pioneers in 
Fashion and Entertainment, 
February 6, 2004, New York City 
in "PARADISE," an exciting pro-
duction Celebrating Excellence. 
In the beginning, reshaping the 
African· American Image, there 
was Ophelia De Vore, internation-
ally recognized as the Pioneer 
Advocate of Positive r mage for 
People-of Color. She began her 
positive image crusade fifty-eight 
years ago in New York City and 
used the modeling profession, 
which was in its infant stage at 
the time, as the new Positive 
Image Carrier. 
In 1946, Ophelia, with two 
family members, Marie and 
Charles Mayo, and two friends, 
Rupert Callendar and Al Murphy, 
opened the Grace Del Marco 
Model Agency in New York City 
for People of Color realizing the 
scarcity of job opp01tunities in 
the modeling profession for 
African Americans, Asians, 
Hispanics, as well as 
Mediterranean and Alpine 
Europeans. Within a few months, 
it became necessary to open the 
Ophelia De Vore Chann School in 
order to adequately prepare the 
potential models sufficiently to 
' \.) 
I {\\' ·,,v 
\. , . \ \l; 
\ \ rJ \ \ ~ \ . l 
compete in this new competitive the road of unrewarding strug-
industry. Then, two years down gles, the five original founders of 
Grace Del Marco were so dis-
couraged that they lost confi-
dence in this untested mission, so 
Ophelia decided to go it alone. ln 
order to move the Positive 
Image-Mission forward, she 
made a conscious decision to use 
creative marketing ideas and pro-
grams to overcome many of the 
obstacles depleting serious 
efforts. She not only had to sell 
the new concept, she had to make 
it happen. 
Ophelia De Vore convinced the 
fashion industry to use this new 
type model in their fashion pub-
licity. The fashion industry was 
not ready for this new phenome-
non, so Miss De Vore had to pro-
duce and implement the complete 
process: select the models, the 
fashions, the photographers, and 
then convinced Black oriented 
publications to use the end 
results. She sec1,Jred a fashion 
column in the Pittsburgh Courier 
Newspaper and other publica-
tions joined as they realized how 
their publications could be 
enhanced, visually, as well as 
become a more acceptable adver-
tising vehicle for industry. She 
prepared herself to work more 
effectively on television with this 
new image-group of models; in 
early 1950,they joined with 
Ralph Cooper on an ABC televi-
sion show, called "Spotlight on 
Harlem." To ready the models to 
sell charm and positive personal-
ity, she produced Beauty 
Contests, and produced Fashion 
Shows for the new models to 
learn how to create proper effect 
for clothing lines. All of the hard 
work and creative genius .was a 
valuable investment. 
Achieving goals so slowly and 
arduously was inadequate for 
business efficiency, so Miss 
De Vore searched for a window to 
the ~orld. Sure enough, it 
becam~ apparent, that the 
International Film Festival in 
Cannes, France was ideal. Well, 
Cecelia Cooper, Miss DeVore's 
protegee, entered and brought 
home the prize. World recogni-
tion and acceptance of a Black 
American young lady to be 
crowned as the world's most 
beautiful image-carrier encour-
aged Corporate America to join 
in the winnings. All of these 
innovative marketing projects 
opened the doors to all U.S.A. 
industries: Fashion, Televi'sion, 
Beauty, up-graded Entertainment 
and all visual vehicles on a glob0 
al basis. 
Result: Black was not only 
proven BEAUTIFUL, but Black 
was proven PROFITABLE! 
In 1970, the Columbus Times 
Newspaper, Columbus, GA, 
joined the Ophelia DeVore group 
and she became one of the 
founders of The Black Press ' 
Archive at Howard University. 
Miss DeVore is a recipient of 
more than 300 honors and awards 
and has served on boards, com-
mittees and panels for Presidents 
Bush, Reagan, Carter, Ford 
including the President's 
Advisory C mmittee on the Arts 
for the Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts. 
- --- -- - - ~ 
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Red Anchor Fish Market 
(909) 243-0443 
Video Sen1ces 
Special rates availa.ble on~' 
while booking space lasts! 
909-232-9602 
13373 Perris Blvd., Ste. E414 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 ww~' .. zenopierremediaworks.com 
Mobile Catering 
• Lunt:he$ • Buffets • Weddings • 
Bllthdays • Dinners • Picnics • 
Annlrtlnarltls • RBUlllons • Business 
Mtltdlngs • Cllun:h Functions 
Let us take the 
worry out of 
your next func-
tion! 
3527 Main Street • Riverside 
(909) 782-8219 
Come meet Bobby and Evelyn Bratton! 
Featuring the 
BEST Bar-8-
Que, Creole and 
Cajun Food in 
the Inland 
Empire. Open 7 Days 
Mon. thru Thurs. 
Fri. thru Sat. 
Sun. 
11 am - 9 pm 
11 am - 10 pm 
11 am - 8 pm 
• Jambalaya • Seafood Shrimp 
Creole • Slwlmp Etouffe • Gwnbo 
w/Rlce • Red Snapper• Calflsh • 
Polk Ribs • B.eef Ribs • Hot links • 
Chltt8rtlngs • All the Side Onlers Yuu 
can Imagine • Dellclous Desserts 
We can supply a 
banquet for 50-
5000 guests for 
any occasion. 
Gram's For Breakfast! 
Make your next breakfast meeting 
special and wony free. Come, let 
us fix you a southern style break-
fast that will make you smile! 
• Grits • Salman Croquets • Fresh 
Biscuits • Bacon • Eggs 
All served with congenial hospitality in an elegant atmos-
phere 
Oxtails dinner (call day in advance) 3 - Closing Wednesdays 
Smoked ham and deep fried turkeys Holidays & everyday 
As early as 5:30 am everyday, we will be ready to make 
your group welcome! 
MUST BOOK IN ADVANCE FOR 
GROUPS FROM 20-50 PEOPLE 
Call for bookings and menu selection 
- - -- -
Advertise 





9395 Monte Vista Ave. 
Montclair, CA 91763 
(909) 482-0566 
111mc111,1 
COME SEE OUR .NEW MENU 
Appetizer assortment 
Choice of eight entrees and 
dessert 




11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. -11:00 p.m. 
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. 
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Banquet facilities available for any occasion. 
-
I r 
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FEBRUARY 
Feb. 26, 7pm-9pm Public meet-
ing focusing on keeping RPD 
Review Commission on the right 
tract at Zacateca's restaurant 
located on 2472 University Ave 
in Riverside. Don't let the City 
Council derail the citizen's 
police review commission. For 
more information contact . 
Nanette Pratini (909) 787-5542. 
Feb. 27, 6PM - 9PM. The San 
Bernardino Arts Council and the 
Precinct Reporter are sponsoring 
NEAR AND FAR: Common 
Fullerton Art Museum, CSU San 
Bernardino, and guest artists 
include Ian White, Ralph 
Glenmore, and Okaybabs. For 
further information, call the 
gallery directly at (909)388-
4126 or check out the website at 
www.ACSBCO.org. 
Feb. 28, 10:00 a.m., 37th Annual 
Black Hi tory Parade and 
Festival at Veterans Park, 17255 
Merrill Ave. For more informa-
tion cal\ (909) 84\-3705. 
MARCH 
Threads of the African Diaspora March 6, 7:00 p.m., Arthur 
which will open at Arts on 5th Rand of The Legendary Ink 
Gallery located at 468 W. Fifth Spots will be in concert at First 
St., downtown San Bernardino. Congregational Church of 
The Matthews Collection is pre- · Riverside, 3504 Mission Inn 
sented courtesy of the Robert V. Blvd. on the comer of Lemon 
_.t. t11• New Year /f/i 
·,,v- ••e. 
With Healthy Beginning: 
Be a Lead Safe Family 
By joining the: 
County of Riverside 
Department of Public Health 
Lead-Based Paint Hazard Control Program 
Did you know that County of Riverside 
made 235 homes safe from lead based paint hazards in 2001? 
Did you know that the Department of Pubic Health 
wants to make another 189 homes safe from lead Hazard by 1005? 
To see if you qualify, please call 
(909) 358-5050; 
Spanish (909) 358-7229; 
or (800) 655-1811 
Program made possible through a grant from the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban D evelopment -
MOTOR T R E N D 






2004 Volkswagen Jetta GL 
MSRP .... ....... . . . ... . .. $18,155 
FREEWAY DISCOUNT $1 156 
NET COST TO YOU! 
VIN #4M020955 
1 @ this Price 
Celebrating 32 Years of Serving the Community 
CALENDAR 
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and Mission Inn Blvd. Tickets 
are $10.00. For more info1ma-
tion contact (909) 684-2494. 
March 7, 3:30 p.m., The 
Riverside African American 
Historical Society will host the 
sixth annual Pacesetters recep-
tion "Honoring Unsung Heroes" 
at the Riverside Golf Club, 1011 
N. Orange Street, Riverside. For 
more information or tickets con-
tact (909) 684-3154 or (909) 
682-6581. 
March 20, 6:00 p.m., Kappa 
Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. 
Riverside and San Bernardino 
Alumni Chapters will host a 
Black and White Ball at March 
Air Reserve Base. For more 
information contact (909) 208-
3828 or (323) 387-2930. 
March 27, 9:00 a.m., Fourth 
Annual Inland Empire Pastors 
Breakfast with keynote speaker 
Pastor Rick Alanis, Victory 
Outreach Ministry. Tickets are 
avialble for $25.00. For more 
information call (909) 792-6735. 
APRIL 
April 2, 8:00 p.m., The 46th 
Annual Ebony Fashion Fair 
presents Color Splash 2003/04 
sponsored by Social Lites, Inc. at 
the California Theater of 
Performing Arts, 562 W. 4th 
Street, San Bernardino. Tickets 
are $30.00 reserved, $25.00 bal-
cony, and $15.00 for students. 
For ticket information call (909) 
820-7661. 
H&l's Armstrong Transmissions 
"H &L has my car running like 
the energizer battery; it just 
keeps going and going and 
going 400,000 miles later!" 
- Marion Black, Vernon Company, Rialto, CA 
SERVICES 
Parents of children ages 0-5 can 
receive free parenting informa-
tion · on topics including disci-
pline, nutrition, early reading 
and more. Provided by First 5 
California, the free brochures --
and free puppets -- are available 
at Friendship Community Youth 
Center, 25421 Spring St., in 
Perris, CA. For more informa-
tion call (909) 443-4404. 
Family Services Association of 
Western Riverside· County will 
provide reduced or no cost child-
care services in the Moreno 
Valley and surrounding areas. 
To receive an enrollment packet, 
please contact (909) 779-9784 or 
(909) 786-3623 . 
Thursday, February 26, 2004 
FREE Poetry Contest! Win 
$10,000.00. Enter the 
International Open Amateur 
Poetry Contest for your chance 
to win the Grand Prize of 
$10,000.00. For more details, 




Cajon High _School 70's Cruise. 
All graduating classes · in the 
1970's from Cajon High School 
are invited to join them on a 
cruise beginning October 17, 
2003. For more information 
contact Charlene at (909) 913-
0831 or Esther at Riverside 
Travel (909) 684-1838. 
'" -------------- - "I H&L Auto Repair 
" 
. I 
I Free Brake Inspection 
' I Oil Change Special $13.95 J r I 
t $29.95 Premium Oil cha,nge J 
l (A $49.95 value) 
Tell them you saw it in, i. 
The Black Voice " 
- -- - - - -- - - - - - - -~ -
H&t:s Armstrong Transmission 
- .. 
Two Great Locations 
N&l's lnnstr11g TnnsmlSslons 
1851·•·•••1181H 




- lllnl'SIIII, Cl 92581 
909-684-0605 
. . -~- . .. '•, ~, 
Free Diagnosis ($6s.oo Value) 
' Transmission Service Special: Includes : 
I pan gaskets up to S quarts of ATF 
(filter extra} (an $80.00 ra/ue} 
1 Axles most cars starting at $75.95 .. 1 I 
1 Transmission Overhaul: starting at $895.00 1 
I w/ 24,000 mile warranty 1 
36,000 warranty (ask for det~lls) I 
I. - - - - - - - - - - - .. -- - .. 
All promotions are wbject to change- et any timw and if you do not have- coupon prese-nt . 
11 ·o _L I S W A G E N 
Drivers wanted: 
•:•ARROWHEAD 
Decfl(X)I/Jd To Helptng Membera Build Wilalth 
CREDIT UMI O N 
Arrowhead Credit Union 
Member Dealer Direct Program 
Official Dealer Direct Dealer 
2004 Volkswagen Golf GL 2-Door 
MSRP .. , . .. , .... .. . ...... $16,305 
FREEWAY DISCOUNT $620 
NET COST TO YOU! 
VIN #44008695 
1 @ this Price 
2004 Volkswagen Beetle Convertible 
MSRP . .. , . , . . . .. . . . . . .. . . $24,540 
FREEWAY DISCOUNT $1 157 
NET COST TO YOU! 
VIN #4M315244 
1 @ this· Price 
www.freewaylm-vw.com :._ 
11le new Volkswagen Warranty is so much better, it might very well bring tears of joy to your eyes. 
• Basic Warranty: 4 years/50,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited New 
Vehicle Warranty. Wear & tear items and adjustments excluded after initial 12 
months/1~,000 miles (whichever ocpurs first). 
• Powertrain Warranty: 5 years/60,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited 
Powertrain Warranty. · 
• Roadside Assistance*: 4 'years/50,00O miles (whichever occurs first) 24-hour · 
•:•ARROWHEAD 
Oedkal!ed To H6lp/ng MembeB Build Wealth 
Arrowhead Credit Uni• 




• Anti-Corrosion**: 12-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion 
Perforation. · 
*Courtesy of our friends at the American Automobile Association (AAA) and their affiliated clubs in the U.S. 
' *6-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the Cabrio. 
8-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the EuroVan. 
FREEWAY VOLKSWAGEN 
909/889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115 
1600 CAMINO R EAL, SAN B E RNARDINO 
All vehicles subject to prior sale, Plus lax lie., doc. (smog if any). On approved cred~. Must see dealer for details. Standard rules of eligibility apply. Sale ends close of business 2/29/04. 
.... Celebrating 32 Years of Serving the Community 
BUSINESS 
; 
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I' IRWINDALE 
:1 ,. SCE CEO Al Fohrer (left) and SCE President Bob Foster 
1, 
:: (right) welcomed Former Speaker of the Assembly Herb 
', 
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Wesson and his wife, Fabian, at the "Connecting the Evolution 
of Electricity to Black History" a second annual event held at 
CTAC on Friday, February 6. Wesson delivered the keynote 
address, encouraging African Americans to always "aim high," 
f 
·: SCE employees (left to right: David Ford, account'executive, Business Solutions; Beverly Ryder, vice president, Community Involvement; Ed Robinson, 
: l manager, Diversity Initiatives; Timothy Davis, manager, Business Solutions; Afarah Board, manager, Customer 'Service Business Unit; and David 
;: Shelton, analyst, Ec·onomic and Business Development) were joined by Black-owned businesses and community- and faith-based organizations in rec-
1: ognizing the contributions that African Americans have made to modern technology at the "Connecting the Evolution of Electricity to Black History" 
;t_ event held at the Customer Technology Applications Center <ci:AC) on Friday, February 6. 
~nd have faith. 
More than 200 invited business guests joined SCE in recog-
nizing the contributions made by African American scientists: 
Otis Boykin, who invented an electrical device used in all 
guided missiles; Granville T. Woods, who.patented 35 electri-
. cal and mechanical devices; Frederick M. Jones, who patented 
more than 60 inveations, including the first refrigeration for 
long-haul trucks; and Beulah L. Henry, nicknamed "The Lady 
Edison," who patented 49 inventions, including a vacuum ice 
cream freezer. Guest also participated in interactive home and 
industrial demonstrations that featured energy-saving tips. 
i':7iMl'JAitlt1i~llllDJr1lli 'ftil 
' NO $$ DOWN" -WITH- "VERY LOW COST" 
FIRST TIME BUYER PROGRAMS!!! 
Refinance 
HOME IMPROVEMENT/DEBT CONSOLIDATION LOANS 
GOOD CREDIT BAD CREDIT 
ROBERT NELSON , -- TURN YOUR CUR· 
Cell (909) 260-9826 • RENT EQUITY INTO 
Phone (888) 695-5626 . . · · AN INVESTMENT .. . 
www.amsloancenter.com ASK US HOW??? 
Need someone to manage your property? 
Difficulty finding clients? 
Don't sweat the small stuff, call . .. 
JEREMY PROPERTY SERVICES 
MIIIIIIRllm & More ... 
888-365-5934 
Jeremy Handles Your 
Property Needs! 
Specializing in Real Estate 
and Property Management 
But sometimes it's more satisfying to build dreams. 
.. 
We're always striving t9 better things, whether it's in our vehic les or in our communities. That's why we're helping young adults get the education they 




1, I: The Nissan Foundation, Nissan Neighbors, Nissan HBCU Programs, Nissan Hispanic Scholarship Fund Community College Transfer Scholarship, The Nissan Mississippi Scholarship, The Nissan - American Indian Community College Transfer Fund 
~ _ Nissan and the Nissan logo are Nissan trademarks. t,lways wear your seat belt, and please don't drink and drive. ©2003 Nissan North America, Inc. 
Celebrating 32 Years of Serving the Community 
ommun1~ 
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~ro~osition ~~ ~ro~oses to fun~ New Buil~in~ an~ Nee~e~ Renovations 
HOME REPAIR/$ERVICl;S. . 
~· ,._;., 
Reed's Electric Service 
Hayward Reed Jr. Ron's Lawn Service The Black Voice News SAN BERNARDINO 
On March 2, California 
voters will have the oppor-
tunity to consider 
Proposition 55, the 2004 
education bond measure 
designed to fund $ 12.3 bil-
lion in construction and 
repairs at public schools, 
community colleges, and 
the California State 
University and University 
of California systems. 
For Cal State San 
Bernardino. Proposition 
55 would provide 
$48,696,000 for a state-of-
the-an College of 
Educat ion building, and 
help fund the purchase of 
equipment for the new 
Science Annex building, 
the Science building and 
for the second building of 
the university's Palm 
Desert Campus. 
Proposition 55, which 
requires a simple majority 
to pass, would authorize 
the sale of statewide gen-
eral obligation bonds to 
fund repairs and new con-
struction of classrooms 
and laboratories, earth-
quake retrofits and tech-
nology upgrades. 
Repayment of the bonds is 
guaranteed by the state of 
California and will be 
completed over 30 years. 
The California State 
University and the 
University of California 
each would receive $690 
million from the passage 
of Proposition 55, and the 
California Community 
Colleges would receive 
$920 million. The majori-
ty of the funds raised - $ 10 
bi llion - would be distrib-
uted among public schools 
serving kindergarten 
through 12th grade. 
At the California State 
University, campuses 
wou ld receive funding for 
200 new classrooms, 38 
ne w laboratories, and 657 
faculty offices and library 
renovations. Trustees of 
the California State 
University endorsed the -
bond through a reso lution 
approved in May 2003. 
"Sixty percent of CSU's 
facilities are more than 30 
years old and need ren.vva-
tion," said tSU 
Chancellor Cfiarles B. 
Reed . ' Proposition 55 
would refurbish many of 
these buildings and 
upgrade ybem to meet 
earthqualte safety require-
ments.' , 
For Cal State San 
Bernardino, the College of 
Educlition building would 
be !he first for the college, 
which consistently ranks 
among the top tier in the 
23-campus CSU system in 
providing credentialed 
teachers. The College of 
Education now shares 
space across campus with 
the university's four other 
colleges. lt is crucial there 
be enough lecture and lab 
space and faculty offices 
to fulfill the CSU's prima-
ry responsibility of prepar-
ing the state's teachers. 
Proposition 55 is the 
second part of. a $25 .3 bil-
lion statewide bond pack-
age to repaiI, upgrade and 
build new schools. The 
first half of the package, 
Proposition 47, approved 
by 59 percent of the voters 
in November 2002, pro-
vided $13.05 billion. 
Proposition 55 also 
would provide $ 1,480,000 
in equipment for the uni-
versity's Science Building, 
which is being renovated 
with funding provided 
from the passage of 
Proposition 47 in 2002. 
The measure would also 
provide $2,556,000 in 
equipment for the new 
Science Annex building 
and $1,382,000 in equip-
ment for the second build-
in g of the university's 
Palm Desert Campus. The 
. building is currently under 
construction. 
The state of California 
uses general obligation 
bonds to finance maj or 
capital outlay projects 
such as roads, educational 
faciliti~. prisons, parks, 
wate r projects and office 
buildings. The CSU, his-
torically, has relied on 
voter-approved general 
obligation bonds to pay 
for most of its capital con-
struction projects. 
If approved, funds from 
Proposition 55 will be 
strictly monitored by 
annual audits to ensure 
appropriate use and 
accountability. Bond 
money cannot be used for 
salaries or other adminis-
trative expenses. 
Although there is no 
organized campaign 
against Proposition 55 , 
opponents have filed state-
ments against the measure 
with the Secretary of 
State . Opponents recog-
nize the need to fund edu-
March ballot. To see argu-
ments for and against 
Proposition 55, visit the 
state official voter in for-
mation guide at 
http://www. voterguide.ss. 
ca.gov/propositions/prop5 
5-arguments .html. To ~ee 
a CSU campus-by-campus 
list of projects v!Slt 
hnp://www.calstate.edu/pa 
/news/2004/prop55.shtml. 
California S tate 
University, San 
Be rnardino serves the 
Riverside-Saa Bernardinp 
counties of Southern 
California. Founded in 
1965, the campus offers 
more than 70 traditional 
throughout the vast Inland job-ready graduates it p ro-
Empiie, the university duces. Its mission is to 
established the branch provide high-qua lity, 
campus in Palm Desert affordable education to 
that serves more than meet the ever-changing 
1,000 students in the needs of the people of 
desen communities of the California. With its com-
Coachella Valley. mitment to e.xcellence, 
T he California State diversity and innovation, 
University is the largest the CSU is the university 
system of senior higher system that is working for 
education in the country, California. See www.cal-
with 23 campuses, state.edu. 
approximately 409.000 For more information, 
students and 44,000 facul- contact Cal Sta te San 
ty and staff. Since the sys- Bernardino's public affairs 
tern was created in 1961, it office at (909) 880-5007. 
has awarded about 2 mil-
lion degrees. The CSU is 
renowned for the quality 
cation projects but argue 
that indebtedness is not 
the right way 10 fund 
classroom construction. 
They argue that the state 
already has $73 billion in 
bond obligations , and 
there is also a $15 billion 
bond measure 
(Proposition 57) on the 
baccalaureate and masrer's of its teaching and for the rr-----------------,------,, degree programs along 
with a wide variety of edu-
cation credential and cer-
tificate programs to a stu-
dent body of 17,000. To 
help meet the needs of its 
enormous service area 
(909) 341-8930 
FAX (909) 341-8932 
Samuel E. Dey, Jr., M.D. 
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology 
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry 
General & Geriatric Psychiatry 
Member Black Psychiatrists of America 
Office Hours 
By Appointment 
6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170 
Riverside, CA 92506 
c;, Cftoco{ate Creations 











Bridal or B aby Shower, 
23 I E. A lessandro Blvd . HA- I 07 
Riverside. CA 92508 









Your ~nternet Payday Advance 
NEED CASH: FOR U N EXPECTED 
BILLS? CAR N EEDS REPAIR? 
COVER NSF FEES? 
• No Cre dit Che ck 
www.FamilyAdvances.com 
(909)858-5942 
M o n - Fri 10-8• Sat 10-4 
909.623. L517 
License No. Z40248 
37.U 5umysoll Of 
.,__CA9250I 
Pnone rac>9) 781-1212 
Cell (i09)~ 
Th.n · Sal9'!li ---
Lets take your skin care 
to the next level/ 
¥ Custom Hair Extensions 
¥ Custom Weave 
¥ Slyle CulS 
¥ Men s CulS 
¥ Relaxers 
¥ Press and Cu~s 
¥Texturizer 
¥And more ... 
National Institute Legal Center 
Low Cost Document Assistance 
Serving Moreno Valley, Perris and {A ll The Inland Empire) 
Attorney Assistance Available 
Weekend and Evenings Appointments Available 
Affordable Assistance 
Same Day Appointments Available 
Prices Low 
CALL TODAY "NO SERVICE OVER $300" 
Certified - Bonded 
• Divorce 
• Child CustodyNis itation 
• Child Support 
• Legal Separations 
• Evictions 
• Adoptions 
















Legal Document Assis tance 
MEMBER OF INLAND EMPIRE 
LEGAL DOCUMENT ASSISTANTS 
ASSOCIATION 
More no Valley 
[653-4240] 
• Bankruptcy 
• And More 
$200-300' 
$195 Oscar Snow, LOA Director 
Municipa l Court Build ing 
13800 Heacock Ave. Ste 135-B 
More no Va lley Ca, 92553 
9 a m - 6 pm M-F 
L AW O FFICE OF 
RICHARD F. NEVINS 
Taxes 
Bankruptcy 
Bus iness Contracts 
Living Trusts & Wills 
Incorporations & Partne rships Richard 
Nevins 
4136 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 (909) 686-5193 
LAW OFFICE OF DAVID AKINTIMOYE 
DAVID AKINTIMOYE 
Attorney At Law 
Free Consultation! 
¥ Divorce /Annulment 
¥ Custody I Support 
¥ Paternity I Visas 
¥ Green Cards 
5900 Magnolia Ave 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Phone: 909-310-0849 
Naturally You,s Boutique 
By Olutemi 
Specializing 
Slste r1ocks 'M/erotherlocks 'M 
Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.) 





Open: Mon. -Frl. 
Sun. by Appts. Only We Now Accept ATM 
DENTAL PLAN 
First month special 
Includes Free Vision, Prescnpt,on and Chiropractic Benefits 
• No Limits on Visits , ServW::es or age 
• Change Denllsts Whenever You Like 
• Pre♦Existing Conditions Covered 
' Orthodontics (Braces) Included 
• Cosmetic Dentistry Included 
• All Specialists Included 
• No Deductible 
• No Claims Forms 
• No Waiting Penod 
DENTAL PLAN 
$11 .95 a month individual 





VIAS & ASSOCIATES 
300 Law Firms 
Working Together 
We will refer you to an 
attorney that specializes 
in whatever your legal 
needs might be. Our goal is to get you 
the best service possible . 
A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047 
HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE 
Over 50 mortgage bankers working with 
Le Vias and Associates. We will refer you to 
a mortgage banker that will get you a loan. 
Refinancing or Consolidation. If you own a 







Cell: (909) 334-4612 
Fax: (909) 776-2043 
Member uf fJeuer Busi,ie,\·s Bureau 
lmplre Inc. 
·Mr. Handyman 
Plumbing • Clectrical 
Carpemr) • Drywall 
l.;n.llof\l Min C1•1rJCI~ V. dc'l>PE 
S-MM,t."10 Ml(i,>>t, .. .J:(:11!6:1> 
Hu-.•· !<!tr~,•• • 
30 Years ExperteMe 





NAT.IONAL B .. ,~ 
oNe: Mortgage? 
~-rG.a1 
• Realtor/Loan Officer 
• Refinance Today 
• Sell at Market Value Tomorrow 




• Referral Fees 
• Ask About Our New 
Talking House 
Broadcast 
Call now lree video & Home Buyers Guide 
confidential consultation 
Office (800} 429-4443 X 125 
Message: (909) 323-5634 
403B, Annuities, and Life 
• Auto & Homeowners Insurance """"ll/ll!!ll\ffl!!Mt' 
Billy.Mitchell, LuTc , 
Email your quote request/ ~ 
Fa,c-909-785-137 1 • Emad: bmjmmm@cs.com ),,...I--
Horace Mann ---909-785-1351 
TEER ONE PROPERTIES 
3978 Brockton Ave. 
1 




Fax: (909) 784-67 12 
E-mai l: leer! @sbcglobal .ne1 
Website: miketeer.com 
'tr,a. om, """ k- tf...-t 
j'"'9'Uu ,.._ t .. v-,-.· t/a.! 
To order call: 
909-820 - 970 7 
MORTUARY 
Simple Adult Cremation 
$400 
Funera l Service w/ Viewing $1500 
(909) 883-5288 
824 E. Highland Avenue 




Tu O td\'f ~, 11• ·tttf w i1.u,mg t:mQ. ~ 1Jf'~. • 
BBQ Ril·•, <l1id:e!1 (>r Btc-f Stuu.ge, lvkled 
T,)n'.a1ou. Q[(l'A' Chow. Grro1 &'..tr~~. CK 1-\:ld«i 
Okra 
V~ir m; ar: ,rn,.smjqyabbg (:O(D 
Full Value Paid for Real Estate 
T&S Investments 
Cash for Your House in 24 Hours 
Toyin Dawodu 
22365 Barton Rd. #205 
Grand Terrace, CA 92313 
(909) 681 -8840 
Fax: (909) 681 -8397 
toyin @zxmai l.com 
Executive 
7426 Cherry Ave., S1e. 200 
Fontana, California 92336 
Business (909) 349-1122 
Fax (909) 349-2306 
Charles A. Christian 
RE ALTOR® 
E-M ail cchri stian@c2 t Executive.net 
Web Site c2 l executive.net 
Each Office iJ l'1dependemly Ow,ied and Operared 
Dwight D. Pledger 
REALTOR® GR1 
Real Estate Professional 
E-mail : dwighl pledger@aol.com 
Prudential l 
California Realty 
Moreno Valley, CA 
Dir 909 328-4155 Pgr 909 872-4959 
" You Can Trust M~ To Work Hard For You !" 
An lrideped~ntly owned and oper.11~ member o f T he Prudeodal Real E.'oto1e 
· Affiliates, Inc. 
TARBELL REALTORS 
Thinking of Selling or Buying a Home 
Get Phil on the Phone. 
Realtor 
23631 Sunnymead Blvd 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
.A Msg phone: 909-24 3-1604 
Cell phone: 909-259-8984 
Behind in mortgage payments, in Default or 
Forecfosure Time is of the Essence Call Now! 
LET ME "PHIL" ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE 
NEEDS. 






A. Leon Tillman 
President - CEO 
Emb. Uc #6496 
FD. Uc #253 
287 4 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628 
Riverside, California 
(909) 682-6433 - (909) 682-6437 
(800) 300-6433 - FAX (909) 682-7863 
Over 20 Years Experience 
License #FD757 
Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community 
LEGALS/ C LISSIFl°EDS 
The Black Voice News 
HOMES FOR SALE 
Best Buy Hotllst 
reveals 10 best buys 
in your specific price 
range. Free re-corded 
message. 1-877-680-
8068 ID# 1040. 
Community Real 
Estate 
First Time Buyers 
Why rent when you can 
own? Free list of homes 
available with no money 
down.under $1, 100/mnth. 
1-877 -680-8068 I D#1 051 
Community Real Estate 
List Your Home 
For Sale 
NO MONEY DOWN-
Free list of properties 
available with no 
down payment. Free 
recorded message 1-






FREE Report reveals 
what you need to 
know 
BEFORE 






Community Real Estate 
Problem Loan Specialty 
Foreclosures.Refinances 
Cash Outs, New Purchases 
Home Quest Financial 
Rose Watson 
(909) 486-0210 (909) 242-4634 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
CITY OF MORENO VALLEY 
The City of Moreno Valley is currently accepting 
applications for the following positions: 




$5,647 - $?,208/mo 
SENIOR ENGINEER (Trahsportatlon) 
$5,459 - $6,967/mo 
MAINTENANCE & OPERATIONS MANAGER 
(Public Works) 
$5,328 - $6,800/mo 
ASSOCIATE PLANNER 
$3,944 - $5,033/mo 
ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN II (Public 
Works/Capital Projects) 
$3,278 - $4, 184/mo 
MANAGEMENT ANALYST II -Temporary 
Position (Public Works/Capital Projects) 
$22.97 - $29.31/hr 
For more info and closing dates contact: 
Human Resources Department 
14177 Frederick St., Moreno Valley, CA 92552-
0805 




The following person(s) io (are) 
doing business as: 
INFINITY MAINTENANCE 
23638 Swan St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
P.O. Box 9970 
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-
9970 
Cleo Joel James 
23638 Swan St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Sydonia Lavania \James 
23638 Swan St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted by 
Individual • Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact buslnes under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
dedares as true, Information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.C.J . James 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
lhe rights of another under fed· 
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 1/30/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi• 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The tiling of this statement 
does not itsett authonze the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another urider fed• 
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-01241 
p. 2/5, 2/12, 2/19, 2/26 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as· 
TOTAL BUSINESS SOLU• 
TIONS 
1328 Shakespeare Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Debra Ann Buchanan 
1328 Shakespeare Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
/ This business Is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) list-
ed above on t 2/98. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, information 
' which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Debra A. Buchanan 
The filing of -this statement 
does not of ltsett authorize the 
use in this stale of a fictitious 
business name in violaUon of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement tiled with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 1/14/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
BuslnesS' Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not itsell authorize the 
use in this state of a FictittOus 
Business Name In violaUon of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-00501 
p. 2/5, 2/12, 2/19, 2/26 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
DOOLEY'S POOL MAINTE· 
NANCE 
6722 Brenton St. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Richard James Cooley 
6722 Brenton St. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by 
lndlvldual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
lo transact busines under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa-
1ion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
talse is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Richard J. Dooley 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun• 
ty of Riverside on 1/22/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi• 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name In violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-00822 
p. 2/5, 2/12, 2/19, 2/26 
AMENDED 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
RECASNER ENTERPRISES 
14420 Elsworth Street, Suite 
1116 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
1 3483 Arrldson Road 
Chino, CA 91710 
Ronald Celestian Recasner 
13483 Arridson Road 
Chino, CA 91710 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact busines under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa• 
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, infonnation 
which he or she knows to be 
false Is guilty of a crime.) 
6/.Ronald C. Recasner 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun· 
ty of Riverside on 9/12/03. 
I hereby certity that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
flied In the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not ltsett authorize the 
use In this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, slate or common law 
(See Section 14411. Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-09563 
p. 10/9, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30, 
2/5, 2/12, 2/19, 2/26 
The following person(s) is (are) 




Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Sonya Elizabeth Black 
22809 Pahute 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact busines under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa· 
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
dedares as true, Information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Sonya Black 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itsett authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state. or common law 
(sec. 1440 el. seq b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty ol Riverside on 1/26/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-01009 
p. 2/5, 2/12, 2/19, 2/26 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
E•TERNAL RECORDS 
12198 Leif Ericson Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Shawn Troy Rembert 
12198 Leif Ericson Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Michael Cartwright II (NMN) 
30598 Independence Ave. Apt. 
D 
Redlands, CA 9237 4 
This business is conducted by 
Co-Partners. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact busines under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the lnforma-
tidn in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true. information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty ot a crime.) 
s/.Shawn Rembert 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
, use in ,this state of a flCtilious 
buslnes~ name In violation of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun· 
ty of Riverskte on 12/30/03. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy ot the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi· 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date It was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitk)us 
Business Name in violatton of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004·013380 
p. 2/5, 2/12, 2/19, 2/26 
The following person(s) is (ara) 
doing business as: 
THISHANDYMAN.COM 
11188 Herminia Ct. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
Paul Robert Marshall 
11188 Herminia Ct. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) list· 
ed above on Sept. 2003. 
I declare that all the inlorma• 
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, inlonnatK>n 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/. Paul Marshall 
The filing ot this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation ol 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 1/27/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correc1 copy of the original 
statement on hie In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
fiv~ years from the date It was 
lied in the Office of the County 
Clerf<. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not itsett authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name In vk>latlon of 
the rights of another under fed• 
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-01076 
p. 2/5, 2/12, 2/19, 2/26 
The foljpwing person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
ATLAS TRANSPORTATION 
25195 Gorgonlo Way 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553· 
7126 
Jerrv Sylvester Rustin 
25195 Gorgonio Way 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553· 
7126 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact buslnes under the 
tictttious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
dedares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Jerrv S. Rustin, Sr. 
The filing of, this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a f.ctitious 
business name in Vkllation of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement f iled with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 1 /29/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi• 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS/QUOTATIONS/APPLICATIONS 
Notice is hereby given that proposals will be accepted by the South Coast Air Quality Management 
District, 21865 E. Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765 for the following: 
Bid No. Title Bidders' Closing Contact Person 
Conference Date 
PA2004-07 Replace & Retrofit School Buses None 6/11/04 Fred Minassian 
4:00 p.m. (909) 396-2641 
P2004-18 Medical Services Provider None 3/19/04 William Johnson 
5:00 p.m. (909) 396-2038 
P2004-19 Occupational Health Services None 3/12/04 William Johnson 
5:00 p.m. (909) 396-2038 
Q2004-02 Energy Dispersive X-Ray None 2/24/04 Steven Barbosa 
Fluorescence Spectrometer 2:00 p.m. (909) 396-2171 
Q2004-03 High Pressure Liquid Chromatollraphy None 2/24/04 Tai-Ching Hu 
System 2:00 p.m. (909) 396-2179 
Q2004-04 Polyurethane Foam Sampler (PUF) None 2/24/04 Rene Bermudez 
2:00 p.m. (909) 396-2136 
Q2004-05 Microwave Digestion and Extraction None 2/24/04 Steven Barbosa 
System 2:00 p.m. (909) 396-2171 
Q,2004-06 Ion Chromatograph None 2/24/04 Steven Barbosa 
2:00 p.m. (909) 396-2171 
Q2004-07 Gas Chromatograph System None 2/24/04 Corazon B. Choa 
2:00 p.m. (909) 396-2172 
Persons attending a bidders' conference should confirm their attendance by calling the contact per-
son. Bids will not be accepted from anyone not attending a mandatory bidders' conference. The 
RFP/QUOTATION/APPLICATION may be obtained through the Internet at http://www.agmd.goy/rfp. 
If you have questions or would like a copy of the RFP/QUOTATION/APPLICATION mailed to you, 
contact the listed person. 
It is the policy of the AQMD to ensure that all businesses including minority-owned businesses, 
women-owned businesses, disabled veteran-owned businesses and small businesses have a fair 
and equitable opportunity to compete for and participate in AQMD contracts. Procurement Unit 
p. 2112, 2119 
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Business and Professions 
Code). . 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004·01123 
p. 2/5, 2/12, 2/19, 2/26 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
CORONA CIGAR COMPANY 
511 N. Main Sl.1102 
Corona, CA 92880 
Diane Frances Trierweiler 
1875 Norco Dr. 
Norco, CA 92860 
• This business is conducted by 
Individual. :"?:~:.~, h~:~ yuer:.i~~~ 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, information 
which he or she koows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Dlane Trierweiler' 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under fed• 
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun• 
ty of Riverside on 1/28/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is 
a correct copy ot the original 
statement on fife in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi· 
ness name statement e,cpires 
five years from the date It was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not ltsett aulhorlze the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, El Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2004-01094 
p. 215. 2/12, 2/19. 2/26 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
RW SEDAN SERVICE 
3855 Skofstad St. #46 
Riverside , CA 92505 
Reginald Walker (NMN) 
3855 Skofstad St. 146 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business Is conducted by 
lndivtdual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transect busines under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa• 
tlon In this statement Is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Reginald Walker 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 14,40 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 1/20/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my ottlce. 
NOTICE: This fictttious busi• 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date It was 
filed In the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Stalement 
must be filed before tt1a1 time. 
The filing ot this statement 
does not ltsett authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another tmer fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, El Seq., 
BuSiness and Professions 
Code), 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clel'k 
FILE NO. R-2004-00709 
p. 2/5, 2/t 2, 2/19, 2/26 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
PROCVTS HAIRCARE 
3554 Adams SI. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Ana Maria Bernard 
410 Cozumel Ct. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under Iha 
fictitious business name(s) list• 
ed above on March 8, 2002. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
deciares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
6/.Ana Maria Barnard 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use In this state of a ficti tious 
business name in v~ation ot 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun· 
ty of Riverside on 1 /29/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi· 
ness name statement e>epires 
five years from the date It was 
filed in the Off,ce of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
eusiness Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not ltsett authorize the 
use In this state ot a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-01115 
p. 2/5, 2/12, 2/19. 2/26 
The following parson(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
EMPIRE LIGHTING 
27290 Madison Awnue. Suite 
101 
Temecula. CA 92592 
Grand Capital Investment 
Group, Inc. 
2506 S. 2nd Avenue 
Arcadia, CA 91006 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the Informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, informatk>n 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) · 
sf.Thomas Ly, President 
LLC/ All 2538560 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement tiled with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 1/30/04. 
f hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date It was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new FicttUous 
Business Name Statement 
must be fHed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not itself authorize t~e 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
Iha rights of another under fed· 
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-01203 
p. 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MC FLOORING 
31137 Oak Valley Drive 
Homeland, CA 92548 
Charles Hamwi (NMN) 
1286 So. "E" Street 
San Bernardino. CA 92408 
Michael Davari (NMN) 
495 Orange Show Road 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
This business Is conducted by 
a General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I deciare that all Iha infbrma· 
tion In this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant Who 
declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Charles Hamwi 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights ol another under ted· 
eral, state, or ex>mmon law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed wth the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 1/30/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under ted-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-01202 
p. 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
CHIUNE PUBLISHER 
8924 Easton St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
19510 Van Buren Blvd. IF3 
199 • 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Allred Nathan Goodloe 
8924 Easton St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
larrainia Patton Goodloe 
8924 Easton St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is conducted by 
a General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Alfred Nathan Goodloe 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a tictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral. state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 2/04/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
filed in the Olfice of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not itsetf authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictittous 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2004-01452 
p. 2/12. 2/19, 2/26, 3/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
D'ANDRADE FAMILY 
179 Avocado Ave. 
Perris, CA 92571 
Esther Cameron 
6185 Magnolia Ave. #197 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Daniel Cabet (NMN) 
6185 MagnotiaAve.1197 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Other• Family Bank Account. 
Registrant has nOI yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa· 
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
false Is guilty of a crime.) 
6/. Daniel Ca bet 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 2/06/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years trom the date tt was 
f iled in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be tiled before that time. 
T he filing of this statement 
does not itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
lhe rights of another under fed· 
erat, state or common law 
(See Section 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code), 
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2004-01566 
p. 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
JOR JAY FASHIONS 
18073 Granite Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
P.O. Box 20038 
Riverside. CA 92516 
Jerri Elita Ward 
1801 3 Granite Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
f declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
sf.Jerri E. Ward 
The filing of this statement 
does not of ltsett aulhorlze the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of anolher under fed· 
• eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 81. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 1/22/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a airrect copy of the original 
statement on file In my ottice. 
NOTICE: This fictrtious busi• 
ness name statement expires 
five yea~ from the date It was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerf<. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be fifed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Soq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004·00818 
p. 2/12. 2/19, 2/26, 3/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
PROFESSIONAL BUSfESS 
SERVICES ' 
69265 Ramon Rd. Ste. B3 
Cathedral City, CA 92234 
Mario Lopez 
32366 Navajo Tr. 
Cathedral Cfty, CA 92234 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
dectares as true, information 
which he Or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Mario Lopez • 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itsett authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under ted-
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 1/21/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that lime. 
The filing of this statement 
does not itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name ln violation of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Buslness and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. 1·2004-00197 
p. 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/4 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
FOR CHANGE OF NAME 
CASE NUMBER 406973 
LeeDrue M. Overstreet 
10210 Via Pescadero 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Superior Court of California , 
County of 
4050 Main Street 
Riverside, CA 92502 
Peti tion of LeeDrue M. 
Overstreet for change of 
name 
To all interested persons: 
Petitioner LeeDrue M. 
Overstreet filed a petition with 
this court for a decree chang-
ing names as follows LeeOrue 
Malcolm Overstreet, Sr. to 
LeeDrue Malcolm Edward 
Perry, Sr.; LeeDrane Marchelle 
Overstreet to LeOrane 
Marchell Perry; LeeDrue 
Malcolm Overstreet, Jr. to 
LeeDrue Malcolm Edward 
Perry, Jr.; LeAndra Maruae 
Olerstreet 10 LeAndra Maruae 
Perry; Leland Charles Michael 
Overstreet to Leland Charles 
Michael Perry, The court 
orders that all persons inter-
ested In this matter shall 
appear belore this court at the 
hearing indicated below to 
show cause, tt any, why the 
petition for change of name 
should not be granted. 
March 18, 2004 nme 8:30 
a.m. Dept. 8. The address of 
the court is 4050 Main Street, 
Riverside, CA 92502. 
A copy of this order to show 
cause shall be published at 
least once each week for four 
successive weeks prior to the 
dale set tor hearing on the 
petition In the following news-
paper of general circulation, 
printed in this county: Black 
Voice. A copy of petition and 
this order to show cause shall 
be served on biological mother 
1 O days before hearing. 
Date: Jan. 30. 2004 
Sharon Waters, Judge of the 
Superior Court 
p. 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing· business as: 
C & C INVESTMENTS AND 
LOANS 
2276 Griffin Way 1146 
Corona, Ca 92879 
Cleveland Harrell, Jr. (NMN) 
2151 Thyme Dr. 
Corona, Ca 92879 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) list-
ed above on 1 /15103. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
sf.leveland Harrell, Jr. 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed wtth the Coun• 
ty of Riverside on 1/30/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my ottice. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi· 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the dale it was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerf<. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that lime. 
The filing of this statement 
does not ltsett aulhorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation.of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). . 
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-01236 
p. 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
EXIT REALTY SELECT 
J & N ENTERPRISE 
31430 Gala Carrasco 
Temecula, CA 92592 
Susan Hetrick (NMN) 
31430 Cala Carrasco 
Temecula, CA 92592 
nmothy Lee Hetrick 
31430 Cala Carrasco 
Temecula, CA 92592 
This business is conducted by 
Individual • Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
decfares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Susan Hetrick 
The filing of this statement 
does not of ilsett authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violattan of 
the rights of another under led· 
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Slate"'ft filed with the Coun-
' 
ty of Riverside on 1/26104. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correc1 copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date It was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed betore that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not ltsett authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under ted• 
eral , state or common law 
(See Section 14411, El Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2004-00972 
p, 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
REAL VIRTUAL 360 TOURS 
7828 Marilyn Dr. 
Corona, CA 92881 
Tanya Elizabeth McNair 
7828 Marilyn Dr. 
Corona, CA 92881 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) fisted above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, Information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Tanya Elizabeth McNair 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itsett authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name in violatk>n of 
the rights of another under fed• 
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 el. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 1/26104. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness• name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed befoo;e that time. 
The tiling of this statement 
does not itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictrtious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-00971 
p. 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
RANCH CATERING & 
EVENT CONSULTING, LLC. 
27622 Jefferson Avenue, Suite 
230 
Temecula, CA 92590 
1740 H. Dell Range Blvd. 
Chevenne, WY 82009 
Ranch Catering & Event 
Consulling LLC 
27622 Jefferson Avenue, Suite 
230 
Temecula, CA 92590 
CID: 2003·00458692 • WY 
This business is conducted by 
Limited Liability 
Company/Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informs· 
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A reglslrant who 
declares as true, information 
whk:h he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Siddharth Garadi, Manager 
LLC/AI# CIO: 2003·00458692 
-WY 
The filing of this statement 
does nol of itself aulhorlze the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violalton of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral. state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun• 
ty of Riverside on 1 /16/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi• 
ness name statement expires 
five years from the dale It was 
filed in the Off,ce of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before .that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business end Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2004·00620 
p. 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/4 
STATEMENT OF ABANDON-
MENT OF USE OF FfCTI• 
TIOUS BUSINESS NAME 
The following fictitious busi-
ness name(s): Has been aban• 
doned by the following per-
son(s) 
SUCCESS GUILD 
7155 Mission Grove, Pkwy N 
Riverside, CA 92506-6198 
Emmanuel Lawrence 
Humphries 
7155 Mission Grove Pkwy N. 
Riverside. CA 92506 
This business is conducted by: 
Co-Partners. 
The fictitious business 
name(s) referred to above was 
filed in Riverside County on 
8/22/00. 
I declare that all the informa-
tton in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/ ... Emmanuel L. Humphries 
This statement was filed with 
the County Cieri< of Riverside 
County on 2/04/04. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-006263 
p. 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/4 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
CELLULAR CENTRAL 
5724 Mission Blvd. 18-8 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Miguel Ceja, Jr. 
3525 Archibald Ranch Rd. 
Ontario, CA 91761 
Mark "K" Altwal 
10133 Freemont 
Montclair, CA 91 763 
This business Is conducted by 
a General Partnership . 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name(s) list-
ed above on 12/12/03. 
I declare that all the informa-
Hon in this statemElnt ls true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, informatk>n 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Miguef Ceja, Jr./Mark Altwal 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 2/10/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
fifed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Thursday, February 26, 2004 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-01698 
p. 2/19, 2/26, 3/4, 3/11 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
GREEN TREE PAINTING 
5657 Arlington Ave. #47 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Juan Hernandez Jacinto 
5657 Ariington Ave. #47 
Riverside. CA 92504 
This business Is conducted by 
a lndlVldual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) isled above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement Is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Juan Hernandez Jacinto 
The tiling of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violatK)n of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement ti led with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 2/09/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of Iha original 
statement o~ file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date It was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 1441 t , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
~,1:~ c:~~~~ (,lerf< 
p. 2/19, 2/26, 3/4, 3/11 
Th& fo)lowlng person(s) is (ere) 
doing business as: 
SECOND CHANCE NE~ 
WORK 
15575 lsleta Lane 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
Dwight Delanor Pledger 
15575 lslela Ln. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 . 
This business is conducted by 
a Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa· 
tion in this statement is true 
and correct (A registrant who 
declares as true, information 
which he or she knows lo be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
sf.Dwight D. Pledger 
The filing of this statement 
does not of ltsell authorize the 
use In m is state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 2/10/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy Is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
.ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
filed In the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed· 
eral, state or coi;nmon law 
(See Sec11on 14411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE N,O. R-2004·01659 
p. 2/19. 2/26, 3/4, 3/11 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
MOVIE TIME 
1550-B W. 6th St. 
Corona, CA 92882 
Jung Anan Lee 
8151 Start St. #4 
Stanton, CA 90680 
This business is conducted by 
a Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion in this statement is true 
and correct. (A registrant who 
declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Jung K. Lee 
The filing of this statement 
does not of ltsett authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 2/10/04. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on ma in my ottice. 
NOTICE: This f ictitious busi-
ness name statement expires 
five years from the date it was 
filed in the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that time. 
The filing of this statement 
does not itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name In violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section f 4411 , Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-01676 
p. 2/19, 2/26,3/4, 3/11 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
PLATINUM ARTISTS 
RECORDS 
SUPER C LEAN JANITORIAL 
SERVICES 
RAVEN SECURITIES 
PLATINUM ARTISTS FILMS 
23113 Bay Ave. Unit 273 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
P.O. Box 10013 
Moreno Valley, CA 92552 
The Crockett Corporation, Inc. 
23113 Bay Ave. Unit 273 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by 
a Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
fictitious name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the informa-
tion In this statement Is true 
and correct. {A registrant who 
declares as true, Information 
which he or she knows to be 
false is guilty of a c rime.) 
s/.Rasheen H. Crockett, 
President/CEO 
LLC/AI# C33102-03 
The filing of this statement 
do1,1s not of itsell aut,horize the 
usE in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state, or common law 
(sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty of Riverside on 2/02/04. 
I hereby certify that th is copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busi-
ness name s1atement expires 
five years from the date it was 
filed 1n the Office of the County 
Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement 
must be filed before that t ime. 
The fifing of this statement 
does not itself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name In violation of 
the rights of another under fed-
eral, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., 
Business and Professions 
Code). 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-2004-01265 
p. 2tl9, 2/26, 3/4, 3/11 
REQUEST FOR APPLICATIONS 
SENIOR SUPPORTIVE SERVICES 
RFA HSS 03-07 
The County of San Bernardino Human Services 
System (HSS) invites applications to provf e ser-
vices for Senior Supportive Services ~Older 
American Act Title Ill B Funds). The proposed 
services must be consistent with the require-
ments described in RFA HSS 03-07. 
A copy of the RFA may be downloaded from t e 
following San Bernardino County Internet site: 
http·/Jwww co san-
bernardino.ca. us/rfp/rfplist htm 
Although the Internet is the preferred media for 
distributing the RFA, copies can also be obtained 
at the HSS Contract Administration Office located 
at 150 S. Lena Road, San Bernardino, CA 92415. 
Applications must be received at this address 
prior to 4:00 p.m. on March 23. 2004. 
Applicants are encouraged to attend one of the 
three non-mandatory application conferences. 
One will be held in San Bernardino at the 
Department of Public Works Hearing Room 124, 
825 E Third Street at 10:00 a.m. on February 23, 
2004; one will be held in Victorville at the 
Department of Aging and Adult Services, 17270 
Bear Valley Road, Suite 8 at 10:00 a.m. on 
February 25, 2004; and one will be held in 
Joshua Tree at the Community Center, 6171 
Sunburst Ave at 10:00 a.m. on February 26, 
2004. 




REQUEST FOR APPLICATIONS 
MULTIPURPOSE SENIOR SERVICES PRO-' 
GRAM AND LINKAGES PROGRAM 
RFA HSS 03-08 
The County of San Bernardino Human Services 
System (HSS) invites applications to provide ser-
vices for the Multipurpose Senior Services 
Program and Linkages Program. The proposed 
services must be consistent with the require-
ments described in RFA HSS 03-08. 
A copy of the RFA may be downloaded from the 
following San Bernardino County Internet site: 
http'//www co.san-
bemardino ca us/rtp/rfpHst.htm 
Although the Internet is the preferred media for 
distributing the RFA, copies can also be obtained 
at the HSS Contract Administration Office located 
at 150 S. Lena Road, San Bernardino, CA92415. 
Applications must be received at this address 
prior to 4:00 p.m. on March 15, 2004. 
Applicants are encouraged to attend one of the 
two non-mandatory application conferences. One 
will be held in San Bernardino at the Department 
of Publ ic Works Hearing Room 124, 825 E Third 
Street at 10:00 a.m. on February 23. 2004; and 
one will be held in Victorville at the Departm~nt of 
Aging and Adult Services, 17270 Bear Valley 
Road, Suite 8 at 10:00 a.m. on February 25, 
2004. 
For information, please contact Regina Daltof'\ at 
(909) 388-0241. 
02/12/04 
CNS- 635163# 
